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Abstract 

Particle size segregation is a common feature in debris-flow deposits and is assumed to develop in a similar way as in dry granular 
flows where fluid forces are neglected. Solid-fluid coupling however is a defining feature of debris flows and fluid forces must 
therefore be accounted for in modelling for the segregation that develops therein. This paper presents a numerical investigation of 
the mechanisms of segregation under the influence of fluid forces. For this, a segment of a fully submerged bi-disperse steady 
granular flow is simulated using the CFD-DEM method. The solid-fluid interactions come in the form of buoyancy and fluid drag 
force. It is found that the presence of the fluid generally retards the rate and quality of segregation primarily by promoting the 
formation of a plug flow in the stream-wise velocity profile. The plug flow region forms at the free surface where it significantly 
reduces or zeroes out the shear rates thus inhibiting the main mechanisms of segregation, i.e. kinetic sieving and squeeze expulsion, 
to take place. It is inferred that the rapid shearing that occurs near the base promotes segregation but is unable to proceed towards 
the free surface due to the presence of the plug flow region that serves as a barrier. The quality of submerged segregation improves 
at lower angles where the plug flow region is minimized and the usual parabolic shear profile develops. 
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1. Introduction

Particle size segregation is a prominent physical feature observed in debris-flow deposits (Major 1997) and is
believed to have significant effects on the flow’s overall dynamics (Johnson et al. 2012, Kokelaar et al. 2014). The 
head region and the lateral edges are primarily composed of larger and coarser grains while the tail region is mostly 
composed of fines. Cutting into the deposit, one can observe an inversely graded profile where the large particles rise 
to the free surface and the fine particles settle at the base. This phenomenon has been well observed in highly sheared 
dry granular mixtures (e.g. chute flows, rotating drums, heaps and silos) and has been found to be well accounted for 
by the theories of kinetic sieving and squeeze expulsion (Savage & Lun 1989, Vallance & Savage 2000, Gray & 
Thornton 2005, Gray & Chugunov 2006). Debris flows however are distinct from other granular and geophysical mass 
flows due to the active influence of the interstitial fluid on the particle dynamics (Cuossot & Meunier 1995, Iverson 
1997). 

Physical experiments on segregation (Vallance & Savage 2000, Zanuttigh & Ghilardi 2010, van der Vaart et al. 
2015) have been invaluable in characterizing the mechanisms that drive the process and have been instrumental in the 
development of theories that are able to predict the degree of segregation for different initial conditions (Gray& 
Thronton 2005, Benjy & Marks 2011, Gajjar & Gray 2014). It is, however, only through computational and numerical 
simulations of particle interactions that the micro-mechanical origins (i.e. particle scale) of segregation can truly be 
investigated (Fan & Hill 2011, Hill & Tan 2014, Jing et al. 2017). Recently, particle dynamics simulations have been 
computationally ‘coupled’ with fluid dynamics solvers in order to model fluid effects on particle motion and vice 
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versa. Several works that employ these methods have already demonstrated their effectiveness in providing significant 
insight to the dynamics of coupled systems ranging from laboratory-scale granular transport (Tsuji et al. 1992), and 
saturated soil mechanics (Zhao et al. 2014), to landslides (Zhao & Shan 2013, Zhao et al. 2016) and debris flows 
(Leonardi et al. 2015, Zhao 2017, Li & Zhao 2018).  

In this study, we report the results of a series of computational experiments that were aimed to study the 
development of particle size segregation under the influence of fluid forces. This is to further understand the driving 
mechanisms responsible for the size re-arrangement observed in natural debris flows. We use the coupled Discrete 
Element Method – Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD-DEM) to simulate bi-disperse mixtures of particles ‘flowing’ 
at different angles of inclination in water. The segregation that develops in the saturated cases are compared with the 
segregation of dry particles.    

2. Methodology

2.1. Definition of the system 

The simulation consists of two separate but coupled domains. In the solid domain, the flow of a bi-disperse mixture 
of solid spheres is simulated using the open-source code ESyS-Particle (Weatherly et al. 2011). Periodic boundaries 
were set in the stream-wise direction to represent an infinitely long chute. The distance between the span-wise 
boundaries were set to be small enough for side-wall effects to be negligible (Jop et al. 2005). The floor was roughened 
by ‘gluing’ a randomized array of small particles to the base; the flow surface was free. The particles were initially 
set to be randomly mixed. The exact number of small and large particles were calculated according to a volume 
fraction of 0.5, a large to small particle size ratio of 1.5 and an initial packing volume of 0.3 × 0.1 × 0.4m (𝐿 × 𝑊 ×
𝐻). Flow was initiated by tilting the 𝑥𝑧 plane of gravity to the desired inclination angle. It is to be noted that the chosen 
parameters are highly idealized and do not necessarily reflect natural debris flows which are known to have much 
wider size distributions and size ratios. The goals of this paper simply focus on the particle scale effects of fluid forces 
on the particle dynamics that lead to inverse grading and not on the effects of varying these parameters themselves. 
Hence they will be held constant throughout the study. In particular, the chosen size ratio is relatively small but is 
sufficient to induce size segregation within a short period of time.  

The fluid domain was implemented using the open-source CFD code OpenFOAM. The whole domain was given 
the material properties of water at 20°C. The domain was uniformly discretized in such a way that at least 5 large 
particles would fit (Zhao et al. 2014). A free-atmosphere boundary condition (pressure is based on local velocity of 
adjacent mesh; velocity dynamically changes from zero gradient when there is outflow to having a flux dependence 
when there is inflow (OpenCFD 2004)) was set at the right, left and top walls, allowing the fluid to freely flow in and 
out of the domain. A no-slip condition (zero pressure gradient, fixed zero velocity) was set at the bottom wall. For the 
turbulence, the standard 𝑘 − 𝜀  model is implemented. The complete set of material and system parameters are 
summarized in Table 1.  

The solid domain is positioned completely within the fluid domain. The fluid domain is set to be slightly longer 
stream-wise since setting both domains to exactly coincide would mathematically result to very sharp fluid pressure  

c. 

Fig. 1. (a) The conceptual diagram of the system being simulated. Snapshots of the (b) velocity and (c) dynamic pressure distributions of the actual 
simulation which represents the segment bordered by the cube in (a). 

a. b. 
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gradients. Over-all one can imagine the whole simulation to be that of a segment of a submerged bi-disperse debris 
flow (Fig. 1a). A fully submerged case is chosen since, for now, we only wished to observe the effects of fluid forces 
on segregation, while avoiding the complications of solving for fluid free surface flows. The fluid is initially static 
and only flows as a reaction to the particle motion.  

Snapshots of the velocity and dynamic pressure distributions are shown in Figs. 1b and c respectively. The highest 
velocities are observed at the top-right since particle velocities are highest near the free surface for a flow that moves 
from left to right. Relatively low velocities are measured at the left since that is where the ‘new’ particles enter whose 
velocities are impeded by the particles ahead of them. On average, granular flow and fluid velocities are approximately 
equal. Dynamic pressures fluctuate as a reaction to the random dilation and contraction of the particles within the 
mixture. The extremely low pressures at the boundaries of the solid domain are due to the velocity differences of the 
solids and the fluids (Zhao 2016). 

2.2. The CFD-DEM method 

The CFD-DEM method relies on a message passing algorithm that relays information from the DEM solver to the 
CFD solver after a pre-defined number of DEM time-steps. The algorithm proposed by Zhao et al. (2014) was used 
in this study. 

The translational and rotational displacements resulting from particle-particle interactions are updated after each 
numerical time-step, determined after integrating the governing differential equations which are based on Newton’s 
second law of motion. The governing equations for the said trajectories can be written as: 

𝑚𝑖  
𝑑2𝒙𝒊

𝑑𝑡2
= 𝑚𝑖𝒈 + ∑(𝒇𝒏𝒄 + 𝒇𝒕𝒄)

𝒄

+ 𝒇𝒇𝒍𝒖𝒊𝒅 (1) 

𝑰𝒊

𝑑𝝎𝒊

𝑑𝑡
= ∑ 𝒓𝒄 × 𝒇𝒕𝒄

𝑐

(2) 

for linear and rotational motions respectively. Here 𝑚𝑖 and 𝒙𝒊 are the mass and position of a particle 𝑖 at a single
numerical time-step and 𝒈 is the acceleration due to gravity. 𝒇𝒏𝒄 and 𝒇𝒕𝒄 are the normal and tangential forces defined
at a contact point 𝑐. A linear spring-dashpot contact model (Cundall & Strack 1979) is used to calculate for the contact 
forces. 𝑰𝒊 is the moment of inertia of a sphere, 𝝎𝒊 is the rotational acceleration, and 𝒓𝒄 is the distance between the
centers of two contacting spheres.  

The final term on the right hand side of Eqn. (1) represents the force exerted by the fluid on particle 𝑖. This is called 
the solid-fluid interaction force (Zhao 2016) and is calculated as the sum of 2 types of fluid forces: the hydrostatic and 
the hydrodynamic. The hydrostatic forces are represented by buoyancy 𝑓𝑏

𝑖 = −𝑣𝑝𝑖∇𝑝, which is basically a function of
the particle volume and the pressure gradient that develops between two adjacent fluid cells. The hydrodynamic forces 
are born from the relative motion of the solid and the fluid phases and usually come in the form of the drag force 
which is quantified as: 

𝐹𝑑𝑖 =
1

2
𝐶𝑑𝜌𝑓

𝜋𝐷2

4
|𝑼 − 𝑽|(𝑼 − 𝑽)𝑛−𝜒+1

(3) 

Table 1. CFD-DEM material and simulation parameters 

DEM Parameters CFD Parameters 
Small particle diameter (mm) 10 Fluid density (kg/m3) 1000 
Large particle diameter (mm) 15 Viscosity (Pa.s) 0.001 
Number of small particles  5999 
Number of large particles 1777 Simulation Parameters 
Solid volume fraction 0.5 Gravity (m/s2) -9.81 
Young’s modulus (N/m) 1x107 DEM time-step (s) 1x10-5 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 CFD time-step (s) 1x10-4 
Friction angle (°) 30° Coupling frequency* 10 
Linear Damping Coefficient 0.1 
Inclination angle (°) [22,24,26,30] 
*Coupling frequency pertains to the number of DEM time steps that have to elapse before a single CFD time step. 
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where: 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
(1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒0.681) +

0.407

1 +
8710

𝑅𝑒

(4) 

𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑓𝑑|𝑼 − 𝑽|/𝜇 (5) 

are the drag coefficient and Reynold’s number defined at the particle scale respectively. 𝑼 and 𝑽 are the fluid and 
particle velocities, 𝜌𝑓  is the fluid density, and 𝜇  is the dynamic viscosity. 𝑛  is the local porosity while 𝜒  is the

empirical porosity correction factor calculated as  𝜒 = 3.7 − 0.65 exp [−
(1.5−log10 𝑅𝑒)2

2
]. 

The fluid domain is discretized into 3-dimensional cells where the Navier-Stokes equations are solved using the 
Finite Volume Method (FVM) (OpenCFD 2004). The mass and momentum continuum equations are written as: 

𝜕(𝜌𝑓𝑛)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑓𝑛𝑼) = 0 (6) 

𝜕(𝜌𝑓𝑛𝑼)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑓𝑛𝑼𝑼) − 𝑛∇ ∙ 𝝉 = −𝑛∇𝑝 + 𝑛𝜌𝑓𝒈 + 𝒇𝒅 (7) 

where 𝝉 fluid stress tensor calculated via the standard 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulent model (Zhao 2016), and 𝑝 is the fluid pressure. 
The term 𝒇𝒅 = ∑ 𝐹𝑑𝑖 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙⁄𝑁

𝑖=1  is the drag force per unit fluid volume. The fluid pressures and velocities that are
calculated in each cell are used, in turn, to calculate for the interaction forces. 

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Post-processing 

To calculate for the relevant kinematics of the system, the whole granular flow was divided into bins of fixed 
dimensions along the flow depth ( 𝒚 -direction). The kinematic properties will be calculated considering the 
contribution of the part of each particle that falls within a certain bin with height 𝚫𝒚 centered at 𝒚. The bin height is 
arbitrarily set to be 1/5 of the small particle diameter. Dry and submerged mixtures flowing at 26° were simulated to 
provide comparison between the segregation that develops with and without buoyant forces. Submerged mixtures at 
different angles of inclination were simulated to show how the segregation process varies under different flow 
conditions. 

3.2. Measuring segregation 

Segregation is measured as the deviation of the local volume concentration 𝝓 
𝒏 of a certain size species 𝒏 from the

global volume concentration (which is 0.5 at all times) at a height 𝒚 for a certain time 𝒕. This is calculated using the 
equation proposed by Hill & Tan (2014):  

𝑆𝑛(𝑦) = √ ∑ (𝜙𝑗
𝑛(𝑡) − 𝜙)

𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛

𝑗=1

(𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛 − 1)⁄ (8) 

where 𝑆𝑛 is the segregation of a species and 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛 is the number of bins along the 𝑦-direction respectively. The higher
the value of 𝑆𝑛 the better the ‘quality’ of segregation, where the best case involves a complete separation of small and
large particles into two homogeneous layers.  

Fig. 2a shows the segregation trends of the large particles of both dry and submerged mixtures. The segregation of 
the dry mixture (at 26°) shows a rapid increase at the beginning which evens out to a nearly constant value at around 
120 seconds. Beyond this point, there is no longer a clear change in the local large particle concentration deviations, 
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implying that there is no longer a net flux of large (small) particles to the free surface (base) and segregation has 
achieved a steady state.  

The segregation of submerged mixtures are significantly different. The levels of segregation are lower and slower 
compared to the dry case. Instead of a parabolic trend, segregation rapidly increases in a linear manner initially for a 
short period of time before abruptly slowing down. The slow increase continues until the end of the simulation. 
Segregation steady-state was not achieved except for the mixture flowing down at a 30° angle. This flow was very 
diffuse – random particle motion dominated – and hence no net upward nor downward flux was able to develop, 
maintaining a constant concentration deviation until the end.  

Segregation is a shear driven process. At higher velocities shear rates are high, more random voids appear for small 
particles to percolate down to and more inter-particle contacts to hoist large particles up. High velocities will increase 
random particle motion and create voids that even large particles can fall into, preventing them from segregating up. 
Flows that are relatively slow result to lower shear rates which also effectively reduce segregation. Simply put, the 
presence of the fluid slows down the granular flow, reducing local shear rates and consequently slows down 
segregation. The difference that the presence of fluid makes can be seen when comparing Figs. 2b and c – snapshots 
of dry and submerged mixtures respectively, both simulated at an inclination angle of 26°; taken at 160 seconds. 

3.3. Particle distribution 

For a more qualitative assessment of the spatio-temporal development of segregation, phase diagrams representing 
the solid volume concentrations of large particles 𝝓𝒍 for the dry case at 26° (Fig. 3a) and the submerged cases (Figs.
3b-e) at different angles of inclination are presented in the first column of Fig. 3. As in section 3.1, the dry case is 
simply included for comparison. For the dry case, a thick layer composed of purely large particles is observed at the 
free surface. One that is dominated by small particles develops at the bottom. The black dashed line near the floor 
marks the height of the base particles. A blurred transition line develops between these two regions. This area is where 
both size species co-exist and mix under dynamic equilibrium (cf. Jing et al. 2017). This is usually attributed to 
diffusivity which prevents the perfect segregation of the two particle species (cf. Vallance & Savage 2000, Gray & 
Chugunov 2006). 

 For the submerged case, the large particle layers are noticeably much thinner and take much longer times to 
develop. Immediately under this layer is a region which, although dominated by large particles, is also sufficiently 
populated with small particles. This layer continues to thicken over time indicating that large particles still continue 
to rise from the bottom. Most of these large particles, however, do not continue all the way upwards but instead remain 
suspended there. This can be seen from the granularity that develops in this region where a certain degree of striation 
is observed. This indicates that the solid concentrations at a certain height remain constant for prolonged periods of 
time. All throughout the rest of the flowing body, the mixture is more or less homogenous and a more ‘diffuse’ 
granularity is observed. This suggests that there is a difference between the flow properties along the height of the 
flow that, in effect, causes particles to behave differently.   

Comparing the phase diagrams of the flows at different angles, it can be seen that the lower the slope angles the 
better the segregation, and the more the distribution resembles that of the dry case. At low angles (i.e. low velocities; 
22° and 24°) the large particles in the stagnant layer accumulate at the beginning but then slowly rise up to be a part 
of the pure large particle layer. This is accompanied by the continued increase in the thickness of the small particle 

Fig. 2. (a) Segregation of a dry bi-disperse mixture at 26° and submerged mixtures (indicated by the prefix ‘sub’) at different angles of inclination. 
Snapshots of segregation for a (b) dry and (c) submerged mixture at 26°, 160 seconds. 

b. c. Dry 26°

Sub 22°
Sub 24°

Sub 26°
Sub 30°

a.
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layer. This means that although slow, segregation and its primary mechanisms (e.g., kinetic sieving, squeeze 
expulsion) are still in progress and the inhomogeneities in the flow profile are less pronounced. At higher angles (i.e. 
higher velocities; 26° and 30°), the striation in the stagnant regions are more pronounced, indicating that almost no 
relative change in the solid concentration has occurred for long periods of time. The same is also true for the fine 
particle layer near the base whose thickness has ceased to increase indicating that even the gravity-driven downward 
percolation of small particles is also inhibited. In addition (especially at an inclination of 30°), distinct layers start to 
form at the lower regions indicating more pronounced differences in the flow profile along the depth.  
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Fig. 3. The solid volume concentration distributions of large particles 𝜙𝑙 of (a) a dry bi-disperse mixture at 26° and submerged mixtures for angles 
(b) 22°, (c) 24°, (d) 26°, and (e) 30°. The stream-wise velocity and shear profiles of the (f) dry and (g-j) submerged mixtures at 160 seconds. The 
kinetic stress profiles of the (f) dry and (g-j) submerged mixtures at 160 seconds. 

a. 26°

b. 22°

c. 24°

d. 26°

e. 30°
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3.4. Kinetic properties 

To further shed light on the flow properties that are believed to affect the manner of segregation, the kinetic 
properties of the simulated granular mixtures are evaluated according to their velocity, shear rate and kinetic stress 
profiles. The kinetic stress is a measure of the degree of individual particle mobility, expressed in terms of their relative 
velocities to the average velocity of the surrounding particles at the height where they are located. This value is 
analogous to the granular temperature. Here we calculate the kinetic stress through (Fan & Hill 2011): 

𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝑘,𝑛(𝑦) = 𝜌𝑚𝜙𝑛 (

1

𝑁
∑

∑ (𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑛 − 𝑣(𝑦))2𝑉𝑖𝑗

𝑛
𝑗

∑ 𝑉𝑖𝑗
𝑛

𝑗

𝑁

𝑖=1

) (9) 

where 𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑛  is the velocity of the volume portion of a certain particle and 𝑣(𝑦) is the average velocity of both size species

at bin center 𝑦. 𝑖 is the time-step number, of which there are 𝑁 at which the velocity per bin is averaged, 𝑉𝑖𝑗
𝑛 is the

total volume of a particle specie at 𝑦, and 𝜌𝑚 is the material density.
 Figs. 3f and k show the relevant kinetic properties of the dry flow respectively. The measured stream-wise velocity 

and shear rate profile of the dry case is typical for dry granular flows (cf. Jop et al. 2004). In dry mixtures, the kinetic 
stress is mostly borne by the small particles and is highest near the base where the shear rate is highest. Large particle 
kinetic stress is significantly lower and more or less even throughout the flow height. 

The flow profiles of the submerged mixture (Figs. 3g-j) exhibit a plug flow near the free surface and a rapid shear 
at the base. This profile is consistent with the stream-wise flow profiles of submerged (Istad et al. 2004) and even 
free-surface debris flows (Mainali & Rajaratnam 1994). The kinetic stress magnitudes (Figs. 3l-o) of both small and 
large particles are lower in the submerged case and are also notably less distinct – both of them show near zero values 
at the plug flow region and both peak near the base. This implies that the presence of fluid reduces individual particle 
mobility and does this to the point that individual particle motion for both species are nearly equalized. Relating the 
inhomogeneity of the kinetic profiles to the concentration profiles in 3.2, one can infer that the particles in the plug 
flow region almost move as a single block where due to the lack of shearing find it hard to segregate up or down. 

Comparing the velocity profiles at different angles, the plug flow region is more pronounced and is wider for higher 
velocities. The larger the relative velocities of the particles and the surrounding fluid, the greater the opposing drag 
force and hence when the particles move faster, the greater the drag force they experience from an initially static fluid. 
When the granular flow is slow, the fluid resistance is less and hence a velocity and shear profile resembling a dry 
flow can be achieved. 

4. Conclusions and outlook

A simple case of a submerged bi-disperse mixture is simulated using the CFD-DEM method to investigate the 
effects of fluid forces on the development of particle size segregation. From the initial results, it can be seen that the 
fluid generally retards the degree and rate of segregation. It is inferred that the resistive forces of the fluid create a 
plug flow region near the free surface wherein the shearing of the particles are greatly reduced to the point that the 
particles seemingly move as a single block. The reduction of the shearing inhibits the generation of random voids 
which are essential for small particle percolation downwards and reduces the relative inter-particle motion which 
necessary for the ‘squeezing’ of the large particles upwards. The shearing that exists in the lower regions continues to 
promote the aforementioned mechanisms, however, it is supposed that further segregation from this region is 
suppressed due to the plug flow that develops at the upper regions. 

The aforementioned mechanism however still requires a more stringent evaluation which would involve knowing 
the fluid effects on particle contacts and how the shear profile that develops actually affects the particle trajectory. 
Further insight can also be gained through the variation of particle parameters such as the size ratio and the density 
ratio between the solid and the fluid.   
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Abstract 

The mobilization of surface material by particle-laden flows involves phenomenology that cross multiple scales: 
particle-scale interactions and mesoscopic stresses have significant implications for landscape evolution and associated hazard 
mitigation issues. Here, we consider the problem of erosion of bed materials by debris flows – flows of boulders, gravel, sand, 
fine particles, and fluids – as they entrain soils and rocks from steep hillsides. In this paper we report results from laboratory 
experiments investigating the effect of changing coarse particle concentration in a dry “debris flow” on the erosion of a bed over 
which it flows. We find that increasing the fraction of coarse particles in the bed often increases the bed erosion.  However, for 
some systems, the details are noisier and harder to discern.  We associate the variable erosion and noisiness in part with the 
competing dynamics of small scale interactions, such as the coarse grain impacts, and larger scale details, such as those related to 
angles of repose.  We also present preliminary results measuring instantaneous erosion rates and demonstrate that size 
dependence of the erosion rates can vary considerably from that of the net erosion.  We conclude by summarizing some 
limitations of our experiments and ongoing next steps to address these limitations. 

Keywords: debris flows, granular materials, erosion 

1. Introduction

Debris flows are massive movers of sediment – boulders, gravel, and sand- and clay-sized particles – from
mountainous regions and steep hillslopes to foothills, valleys, and river channels below (Hungr, McDougall, Jakob 
and Bovis, 2005).  Along the way, they pose significant hazards to infrastructure and human life, and they determine 
important details of river channel dynamics to which they supply a substantial amount of sediment.  There is 
significant evidence that changing land use and climate change are increasing debris flow magnitude and frequency 
(e.g., Stoffel and Beniston, 2006; Jakob and Friele, 2009; Jomelli et al., 2009).   

Much of our understanding of debris-flow processes is drawn from experimental studies and limited natural 
examples.  Changing environmental conditions, such as rainfall frequency and magnitude, and variable particle 
properties limit effectiveness of empirical models based primarily on previous debris flows. A solution to this 
problem may lie in a more physics-based understanding of the manner in which debris flow composition, interstitial 
fluid composition, and particles which can vary from one debris flow to the next can affect debris flow behaviors. 
Understanding the mechanisms that control the rate at which a particular debris flow entrains particles and grows in 
size is important for predicting their hazard (Godt and Coe, 2007).   

In this paper, we focus on the effect of changing the concentration of large particles in an experimental debris 
flow on net erosion, the difference in bed mass before and after the flow, of a bed of erodible materials (loose 
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particles rather than bedrock).  We also perform a preliminary investigation of the dependence on near-instantaneous 
bed material erosion rates on large particle concentration in an initial debris flows.  

1.1. Field-scale observations of debris flow entrainment 

Much of our intuition of debris flow entrainment has historically come from observations of landscape evolution 
associated with natural debris flows.  After a debris flow is initiated, inspection of the steepest part of the canyons 
indicates that at the steepest slopes, debris flows entrain most loose sediment in their paths and incise into the 
bedrock itself (e.g. Wieczorek et al., 2000; Stock and Dietrich, 2006).  At intermediate slopes debris flows no longer 
scour down to bedrock, but they typically continue to entrain debris from the channel bed causing granular flows 
increase considerably in size (e.g., Revellino et al., 2004, Hungr et al., 2005).  This paper concerns the dynamics of 
the entrainment process when the limit to entrainment is set by the details of the flow and the particles in the bed.   

Many physical factors influence debris flow entrainment rates under these conditions.  In most cases, these have 
been categorized into one of two mechanisms: (1) an applied shear stress by the flow on the bed that has the 
potential to accelerate the material into motion and (2) internal forces or stresses within the bed that resist the 
movement of bed materials into the flow (e.g., Takahashi, 1981; Hungr et al., 2005).  In other words, the rapid 
loading associated with debris flows can entrain particles by increasing the shear loading of the material at the same 
time it can reduce the internal stress or even induce a liquefaction of the bed material, leading to erosion.   

Monitoring stations around the world have produced data that have increased our understanding of key factors in 
debris flow entrainment.  Notably, these include stations in active debris flow sites such as Acquabona Creek in the 
Dolomites in the Italian Eastern Alps (Berti et al., 1999); Illgraben channel in the Swiss Alps (Berger et al, 2011); 
Chalk Cliffs study basin in the Sawatch Range, Colorado, USA (McCoy et al., 2012).  Berti et al. (2000) used flow 
height sensors, load cells, and fluid pore pressure sensors buried in the channel bed to understand entrainment 
dynamics in the Italian Eastern Alps. Their data indicated that the scour rate was proportional to local slope gradient.  
Berger et al. (2011) used a progressive erodible daisy-chained sensor in conjunction with dynamic load cells 
measuring downslope and normal stresses, pore pressure sensors video monitors in moderately moist debris flows 
along the Illgraben channel in a temperate-humid region in the Swiss Alps.  They found that entrainment rate 
increases with both average and fluctuating stresses, and demonstrated that the fluctuations and entrainment rate 
particularly well-correlated with the highly fluctuating granular front. McCoy et al. (2012) used a comparable situ 
sensor network to measure related quantities in the Chalk Cliffs study basin of Colorado for dry-to-saturated flows 
in the typically semi-arid conditions. They found a strong correlation between entrainment and bed-sediment 
moisture content by comparing time-averaged entrainment rates across all six (dry and saturated) flows.  In contrast 
to the findings of Berger et al. (2011) McCoy et al. (2012) found negligible correlations between stress fluctuations 
and sediment entrainment, perhaps because of a different in the nature of the debris flows.  The Chalk Cliffs 
measurements indicated shallow stress fluctuation penetration depths into the bed. 

These field studies have demonstrated the importance of bed inclination, moisture level, and dynamics such as 
shear stress and bed fluctuations.  However, investigating the effects of grain size distribution of the debris flow, or 
of the erodible material, on erosion dynamics is difficult due to the difficulty of systematically isolating the effect of 
grain sizes, interstitial fluid properties and other factors from one another.   

1.2. Previous studies of erosion – laboratory scale 

Laboratory investigations can isolate the effects of particle properties, changing interstitial fluid properties, slopes 
and other parameters from one another.  Egashira et al. [2001], Papa et al. [2004], and De Haas and Van Woerkom 
[https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.3963] reported experiments in a laboratory flume designed to study the effect of 
changing relative size of the particles in the flow and the bed.  Egashira, Papa, and colleagues [Egashira et al., 2001 
and Papa et al. 2004] both used millimeter-sized particles (from ~ 2 mm to 10 mm) in an experimental flume with an 
adjustable angle.  The flume was designed with a “weir” at the bottom, allowing these researchers to fill the bottom 
of the downstream end of the flume with particles and provide an erodible bed at a lower angle of inclination.  Papa 
et al. [2004] showed that, for these systems, if both bed and flow particles are of the same size distribution, erosion 
rates decrease monotonically with increasing particle size.  Egashira et al. [2001] demonstrated that, using smaller or 
equal-sized particles in the flow, the net erosion rate increases with decreasing bed particle size.  Egashira, Papa, and 
colleagues [Egashira et al., 2001 and Papa et al. 2004] predicted theoretically that net erosion rate should scale as 𝑑𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤/𝑑𝑏𝑒𝑑, i.e,. the smaller the bed particles relative to the particles in the flow, the larger the erosion rates.  While 
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the results are compelling, typical laboratory experiments such as these suffer the risk of scale-limiting issues, 
particularly when it comes to particle-fluid flows [e.g., Iverson, 1997]. 

The well-known United States Geological Survey (USGS) flume [Iverson et al., 2010] provides some best 
elements of both worlds – those of laboratory experiments and field measurements.  At 95 m long and 2 m wide, it is 
sufficiently big to minimize scaling issues of smaller laboratory experiments.  Yet because of its relatively simple 
(rectangular) channel geometry and extensive instrumentation, it provides a setting that allows for systematic studies 
primarily only possible in relatively small laboratory flumes.  Using these facilities, researchers have been able to 
isolate a number of important dynamics of debris flows [e.g., Iverson et al., 2010] Notably, Iverson et al. [2011] and 
Reid et al. [2011] tested the effect of changing volumetric water content of the bed on relative erosion of that bed by 
a debris flow.  To do so, they varied water content from ~ 15% to 30% holding all else constant, including the 
particles in the bed and flow, i.e., mostly gravel and sand with a small percentage of finer particles.  .  They 
demonstrated that bed moisture plays an indisputable role in entrainment: the more moisture in the bed, the higher 
the measured entrainments rates.  Further, they showed that higher entrainment rates associated with the higher bed 
moistures were strongly correlated with higher mobility rates of the debris flows.     

1.3. Present studies of erosion – laboratory scale 

We developed a laboratory flume, detailed in Section 2, to focus on particular aspects of entrainment rates.  
In the rest of this paper we present our experimental investigations of the influence of grain size dependence of an 
initial debris flow on its erosion of materials in the bed over which it flows.  To help provide a simple foundation for 
these studies, we focus on bimodal mixtures in the initial debris flow and use dry particles only for the results 
described here.  We discuss potential issues with these simplifications in the last section of this paper.  

2. Experimental set-up

2.1. Experimental equipment 

The experiments described herein were performed in our laboratory flume (Fig. 1) fabricated by the University of 
Minnesota (UMN) College of Science and Engineering (CSE) machine shop, that we designed specifically to study 
erosion and deposition by model channelized debris flows.  The flume channel is approximately 3 m long 0.08 m 
wide. The inclination angle of the flume (𝜙) is adjustable from approximately 0° to 40°.   

The upslope ~1.8 m of the flume channel has a rigid rough bed and is approximately 1.8 m long 0.15  m deep 0.08 m wide.  Three release gates are installed along this section of the flume, at 0.38 m, 1.12 m, and 1.84 m from 
the upstream end.  The bed is roughened from 1.12 mm to the end of this upslope region using sandpaper of ~ 1mm 
roughness elements.  For the experiments we report here, we used the central release gate at 1.12 m from the 
upstream end.  (We have found similar results using release gates at 0.38 m from the upstream end as detailed in 
[Moberly, 2016]).  The downslope ~ 1.3 m of the flume has a false bottom, without which is ~ 1.3 m long 0.70  m 

Fig. 1  Sketch of laboratory flume (not to scale). 
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tall 0.15 m high.  Both ends of the erodible bed chamber are bounded by a wire mesh of spacing ~ 0.5 mm up to 
the height of the bottom of the rigid bed (0.15 m high).  A ramp installed between the bottom of the rigid bed and 
the bottom of the erodible bed chamber (inclined ~30° from the bed) greatly minimized the scour that otherwise 
occurred at the upstream end of the erodible bed, and did not otherwise appear to affect the results we present here. 

We used three primary pieces of measurement equipment: During the course of each experiment, we made two 
relatively simple measurements of relevance here: (1) We determined the inclination angle of the flume, 𝜙, using a 
digital level (Husky® accurate to the nearest 0.1°), placed the digital level on the base of the flume, as we inclined 
the flume. (2) We collected mass measurements of the particles using a digital scale with a resolution of one gram.  
In addition, we captured high speed videos of the experiments using two Photron high speed cameras, the 
FASTCAM SA3 and v9.0, both capable of taking slightly higher than 1000 x 1000 pixel resolution figures at a 
frequency of 1000 frames per second. Most of the data we present here concerns the total net erosion from the bed 
associated with each debris flows.  In addition, we present some preliminary instantaneous erosion.rate data for 
which we used data from the digital images to track the particles from one image to the next as we describe shortly. 

2.2. Bed and debris flow materials 

For these experiments, we used two different sizes of near-spherical zirconium silicate beads (Quackenbush, 
specific gravity ~ 4.0) with diameters of 2.0 mm and 0.8 mm. For both mixtures, we dyed the smaller particles blue 
using Sharpie ink to enhance differentiation of the two constituents when used together in an experiment. To 
simplify the experiments for this paper, we used only one type of bead in the bed at the beginning of each 
experiment and used uniform or bimodal systems in the supply, or initial debris flow, of the same material as the 
particles in the bed. 

2.3. Experimental procedures 

To prepare for each experiment, we reset the bed with the flume is in a horizontal position, such that 𝜙 0° and 
apply anti-static spray to the flume walls. We place a predetermined mass and mixture of particles in a position 
upslope of the closed gate to act as the initial debris flow for our experiment.  The shape of the conglomerate of 
particles placed here is similar from one experiment to the next, though, using this release gate, we observed little-
to-know difference in net erosion when this was changed [Moberly, 2016]. Next, we place an amount of particles in 
the erodible bed chamber predetermined to fill the chamber to the top. We use a flat rectangular plastic piece to 
gently smooth the top of the erodible bed in a way that flattens the surface while minimizing disturbance to the bed 
beyond the top layer of beads.  After this, we incline the flume to a predetermined angle and then secure the flume in 
place.  

To initiate each experiment, we quickly open the gate to allow the initial debris flow material to flow 
downstream.  As the initial debris flow travels over the roughened rigid section of the flume, the particles accelerate, 
become agitated and spread out due to the interparticle interactions.  Once the energized particles reach the 
stationary erodible bed, they collide with and mobilize initially stationary particles.  These mobilized particles, once 
energized, become part of the energized shearing collisional flow and subsequently mobilize lower, initially 
stationary particle in the bed. An apparent non-material boundary between moving and stationary particles descends 
for some time, depending on the experimental conditions (discussed shortly).  Then, the process reverses. The 
bottom-most moving particles slow and stop due to “drag” forces from the particles below them and insufficient 
mobilizing interactions from the particles above.  Then, the particles slightly higher in the bed slow to a stop and so 
on, until the non-material boundary between moving and stationary particles comes to a rest at the top of the bed.  
Over the course of an experiment, the bed may increase in height and mass, associated with deposition of some or 
all of the intial debris flow on and in the bed; the bed height may be lower associated with removal of some of the 
bed material; or, the bed surface may return to its initial height or mass if no net material was removed from or 
deposited into the bed.   

b 
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During flow, we monitor the flow, entrainment, and deposition dynamics primarily using one high speed camera, 
though a second camera catches a wider view and qualitative details over the duration of the experiment. After flow 
ceases, we weigh the particle that exited the flume during the experiment to calculate a net mass eroded from the 
bed, and we analysed the digital images to measure the local quasi-instantaneous entrainment rate.   

3. Results

3.1. Summary of Experiments 

We conducted results for two different sets of experiments.  For the first set we performed what we call “uniform 
particle experiments,” where all particles (in the initial debris flow and in the bed) were the same.  We plot the mass 
that exited the flume (𝑚 ) and the normalized net mass eroded (𝑚 ≡ (𝑚 − 𝑚 ) 𝑚⁄ )), where 𝑚  
is the initial debris flow mass, as a function of each inclination angle in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively.  Table 1 
also contains the parameters of the linearized least squares fit shown in Fig. 2(b):  𝑚 , = ∆ ,∆ 𝜙 − 𝜙 (1)

In this equation, ∆𝑚 , /∆𝜙 and 𝜙  are fit parameters, as we discuss in section 4. 

Table 1. Particle properties, input parameters and fit parameters for uniform particle experiments 𝜌 (𝑘𝑔/𝑚 ) 𝑑 (mm) 𝑚  (kg) 𝑚  (kg) 𝜙 (𝑑𝑒𝑔) 𝜙  (𝑑𝑒𝑔) ∆𝑚 , /∆𝜙 𝑅  √𝑣𝑎𝑟
4100 0.8 6.6 17.1 22.5, 23.5, 24.5, 25, 25.5 24.9 0.41 0.996 0.027 
4100 2 6.6 17.1 24, 25, 25.5, 26, 27 26.0 0.46 0.985 0.057 

In table 2, we present the inputs for our two sets of “mixture erosion experiments”; here, the bed was composed 
of zirconium silicate of one size (𝑑 ).  For these, we varied the percentage of finer and coarser particles in the initial 
debris flow (𝑑 ,  and 𝑑 , , respectively).  For the coarse bed (𝑑 2.0 mm), we performed the experiments at 
the fitted angle for which we found no net erosion for the uniform particle experiments (𝜙 𝜙 = 26.0°), as we 
discuss in more detail in Section 4.  The finer particle bed (𝑑 0.8 mm) was not stable under the same conditions, 
so we performed the experiments using a somewhat lower angle than that at which we achieved stability (𝜙 =23.5° 24.9° = 𝜙 ).  For the mixture erosion experiments, we plot the dimensionless (total net) erosion, 𝐸 = 𝑚 𝑚⁄ = (𝑚 − 𝑚 ) 𝑚⁄  , vs. percentage of small particles in the initial debris flow in Fig. 3. 

a. b. 

Figure 2: Net eroded mass as a function of bed inclination, 𝜙.  (a) total mass discharged from the system, 𝑚   (b) normalized net mass out, 𝑚 ≡ (𝑚 − 𝑚 ) 𝑚⁄ .  The lines represent linearized least squares fit lines, Eqn. 1: 𝑚 , = (∆𝑚 ∆𝜙⁄ ) 𝜙 − 𝜙 . 
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Table 2 Input parameters for mixture erosion experiments 

Experiment 𝑑  (mm) 𝑑 ,  (mm) 𝑑 ,  (mm) 𝜙 (𝑑𝑒𝑔) % fine particles by mass in initial debris flow (supply)  
0.8 mm ZS bed 0.8 2 0.8 23.5 0, 25, 50, 75, 100 
2 mm ZX bed 2 2 0.8 26 0, 25, 50, 75, 100 

For one set of our mixture erosion experiments, we performed digital image anlaysis.  We located and tracked 
nearly all particles in all images taken during an experiment (Fig. 4a).  Then we tracked the particles from one image 
to the next and calculated an average velocity profile (Fig. 4b).  From this, we calculated the location of the interface 
between moving and quasi-stationary particles, i.e., the bed material “entrainment height.” (Fig. 4c).  The derivative 
of this quantity (rate change of entrainment height), shown in Fig. 4d, is a quasi-instantaneous entrainment rate. 

a.    b. 

Figure 4 Image analysis results of the experiments for the coarse bed (𝑑 2.0 mm),. (a) illustrates that the fine and coarse particles are
detected seperately, (b) shows the bulk velocity profile of the flow at an instantaneous time, (c) shows the time series the entrainment 
height, H, (top) and the entrainment rate (bottom). 𝐻  is the entrainment height at the initial time.  

𝐻 

a.  b. 

Figure 3 Dimensionless net mass out for each component and mixture 𝐸 , = 𝑚 , /𝑚  (𝑖 represents one of the components or the 
mixture) as a function of concentration of the fine particles in the supply.   
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4. Discussion

The results from our uniform particle experiments presented in Figure 2, i.e., the net erosion, 𝑚 , versus flume 
inclination angle, 𝜙, for each system, show that the total net erosion increases linearly with 𝜙, similar to that we 
found for particles of different materials. The linear relationship between increase in inclination (i.e., slope) angle 
and erosion highlights the significance of the slope of the debris flow path in determining erosion and deposition 
patterns [Conway et al. 2010]. We define the fit parameter 𝜙  as the neutral angle for a particular set of particles. 
This is the fitted value for the flume inclination angle at which erosion 𝑚 ∝ (𝑚 − 𝑚 ) = 0,  analogous to 
the equilibrium angle discussed in Egashira et al. [2001] and Papa et al. [2004].  The fitted slopes of our linear least 
squares fits , (∆𝑚 , /∆𝜙) represents a measure of the sensitivity of the erosion to the deviation of the angle of 
inclination from the neutral angle.   We suspect the variability of this slope from one system to the next is due to a 
variability of relative roughness of the beads, another surface property, or a relative asphericity of the particles.  
Although investigating this is beyond the scope of this paper, it is likely important in the context of natural particles 
that differ more significantly in shape and surface properties and is the topic of future work.  

The results from our mixture erosion experiments presented in Figure 3, i.e., 𝐸 , =  (𝑚 , − 𝑚 , ) 𝑚⁄  vs. 
percent fine particles, lends more intuition.  For the 2 mm ZS bed, 𝐸 ,  decreases with increasing fraction of fine 
particles in the initial debris flow, or supply.  This is similar to results we reported previously for other materials.  
We hypothesize that this is due to the increasing effect of the impact of large particles with their size, increasing 
their capability to dislodge other particles.  In contrast, for our 0.8 mm ZS bed we report here, we note that the 
coarse particles have a higher value of 𝜙  than the fine particles.  We hypothesize that a bulk effect drives this, 
related to the deposition of the coarse particles on the bed inclined lower than its own 𝜙 .  We note that the results 
for the individual particle sizes varies a bit more.  One might expect that the normalized net erosion of one 
componetn should be proportional to its representation in the initial flow.  However, for the 2 mm ZS bed 
experiments, 𝐸 ,  decreases with increase of fine particles, while the normalized net output of the coarse particles 𝐸 ,  is relatively flat.  In the case of the 0.8 mm ZS bed experiments, the normalized net output of the fine particles 𝐸 ,  increases slightly overall, while 𝐸 ,  actually increases with decreasing representation of coarse particles in the 
initial debris flow. We suspect that in the case of the erosion behavior of the individual components, complex 
interparticle interactions including segregation, and disparate momentum and energy exchange may play a role.  We 
believe these details are important in predicting the overall evolution of a debris flow and its deposit and are 
currently investigating this with a wider variety of mixtures and with particle tracking of the dynamics during the 
flow. From Fig. 4c we see that the instantaneous entrainment details reveal that intuition we develop from our 
average entrainment rates do not always provide helpful insights for instantaneous entrainment rates.  For example, 
the case of the highest entrainment rates at a particular time is the case of 75% fine particles, while the net total 
erosion in this case is among the smallest.  More analysis is needed to understand how the instantaneous erosion 
rates may be related to the net erosion that can be more easily measured in the field. 

5. Summary and Future Directions

In this work we investigated the effect of changing the fraction of large particles in a bimodal grain size 
distribution in an initial debris flow on the erosion of the bed over which it flows.  For our systems we found: 
• The dependence of the net bed material eroded on the composition in the flow strongly depends on the

composition of the bed: (1) When the neutral angle of the bed material is less than that of the initial debris flow,
increasing the percentage of larger particles in the bed increases the net erosion of the bed, and (2) When the
neutral angle of the bed material is greater than that of the initial debris flow, increasing the percentage of larger
particles in the bed appears to have a less systematic effect on the net erosion.

• We hypothesize, based on our average results, that the relationship between coarse particle fraction of the debris
flow and bed material erosion is influenced by competing effects at the bulk scale and at the particle scale,
including a particle-scale collisional effect on net erosion.

• Instantaneous erosion rates, which determine other dynamics of debris flows, indicate complex dynamics that
may include relative segregation that are not accounted for in our current relatively simplistic understanding.
The experiments presented in this paper provide a foundation for the work needed to understand the complexity

of the particle size dependence of erosion by debris flows.  However, there are still many unanswered questions 
regarding our mixture-dependent erosion results, including those involving: (1) the presence of moisture; and (2) 
changing grain size distribution in a more continuous distribution of particle sizes.  
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Abstract 

It is essential to consider the fluidity of a debris-flow front when calculating its impact. Here, we flume-tested monogranular and 
bigranular debris flows, and compared the results to those of numerical simulations. We used sand particles with diameters of 0.29 
and 0.14 cm at two mixing ratios, of 50% and 50% (5:5), and 30% and 70% (3:7), respectively. Particle segregation was recorded 
using a high-speed video camera. We evaluated the fronts of debris flows at 0.5-s intervals. We then numerically simulated one-
dimensional debris flows under the same conditions, and we used the mean particle diameter when simulating mixed-diameter 
flows. For monogranular debris flows, the experimental and simulated results were in good agreement in terms of flow depth, front
velocity, and flux, but the bigranular debris flows were not well-simulated; the simulated flow depth was less than that found 
experimentally, and the front velocity and flux were greater. The differences may be attributable to the fact that the dominant shear 
stress was caused by the concentration of smaller sediment particles in the lower flow layers; such inverse gradations were detected 
in the debris flow bodies. In this situation, most shear stress is supported by smaller particles in the lower layers; the debris-flow 
characteristics become similar to those of monogranular flows. Consequently, the calculated front velocities were underestimated;
particle segregation at the front of bigranular debris flows did not affect fluidity either initially or over time. 

Keywords: Flume test; Multi-granular debris flow; Numerical simulation; Particle-size segregation 

1. Introduction

Stony debris flows have been modeled by reference to internal stresses caused by interactions (such as collision
and friction) between particles and the viscosity of pore fluid (Egashira et al., 1997; Takahashi, 2007). Numerical 
simulations have been used to reproduce and predict debris-flow behaviors (Nakagawa and Takahashi, 1997; Osti and 
Egashira, 2009). In both laboratory models and numerical simulations, a representative (uniform) particle size is 
usually assumed, although real-world debris flows include grains of many different sizes associated with inverse 
gradations and accumulation of large boulders at debris-flow fronts (Stock and Dietrich, 2006; Suwa et al., 2009). 

Particle size greatly affects debris-flow fluidity; larger particles impart higher flow resistance (Takahashi, 2007). 
Hence, the fluidity of the debris-flow front, which is important in terms of impact forces, is affected by both particle 
size and particle admixing. Accumulation of boulders at the front causes the flow characteristics of that front to differ 
from those of the main body; these cannot be reflected in numerical simulations employing particles of uniform size.  

Here, we flume-tested monogranular and bigranular debris flows and compared the results to those of numerical 
simulations, to determine the effects of particle segregation on the debris-flow front. 
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Fig. 1. The experimental setup. 

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Flume test 

A channel of variable slope (10 m long and 10 cm wide) with a left-side glass sidewall was used for all experiments 
(Fig 1). The slope angle was set to 15°. The upper 3.5 m of the channel was filled with sand particles to a depth of 
10 cm and connected to a lower stream 10 cm in height; this was a rigid bed 5 m in length to the surface, to which 
2.9-mm-diameter sand particles were glued to impart roughness. To prevent overflow, the sand was watered to near-
saturation immediately before each test. A steady flow of water (2,000 mL/s) was supplied from the upper end of the 
channel to generate debris flow by eroding the deposited sand.  

Silica sands 0.29- and 0.14-cm in diameter were used; the mixing ratios were 50% and 50% (5:5), and 30% and 
70% (3:7) (Table 1). Particle-size distribution affects the flow characteristics of debris flow in several ways. For 
example, fine sediment and its liquefaction change the fluidity (Nishiguchi et al., 2012; Hotta et al., 2013). In this 
study, we focused on particle segregation in stony debris flows. Sand particles of 0.29 and 0.14 cm were selected 
because they have been validated to behave as representative stony debris flows under this experimental setting (Hotta 
and Miyamoto, 2008; Hotta, 2012). Monogranular debris flows using each particle size, and bi-dispersed mixtures 
would simplify and clarify the particle segregation process. 

Eight ultrasonic displacement sensors (E4C; Omron, Kyoto, Japan) were placed above the channel at 0.5-m 
intervals from 0.5–4.5 m distant to the downstream end; these monitored flow depth and timing. The temporal data 
were used to calculate front velocities. A high-speed video camera (EX-F1; Casio, Tokyo, Japan) was placed 0.5 m 
from the downstream end of the flow and recorded the debris flow from the side at 600 frames/s; we used the resulting 
images to evaluate the vertical velocity profiles and the locations of the larger (2.9 mm-diameter) particles by tracking 
the particles through the sequence of images. Five debris-flow samples from the front edges were collected at ca. 0.5 s 
intervals into a container with five separate rooms (Fig. 1), and one sample was also obtained from the main body at 
the lower end of the channel. We measured sediment concentrations and particle segregation. 

Table 1. The silica sands used in the flume test.

Mixing ratio (0.29 cm : 0.14 cm) Meam diameter (cm)

10 : 0 0.29 

5 : 5 0.22 

3 : 7 0.19 

0 : 10 0.14 

2.2. Numerical simulation 

We performed a one-dimensional numerical simulation of debris flow. When modeling debris flows containing 
particles of two different diameters, we used the mean diameter (Table 1). The equations included a continuity 
equation for the debris flow, a continuity equation for the sediment, and a momentum equation: 

Sediment deposition
Water supply

Bed roughness

Displacement
sensors

Sampling
High-speed video camera

High-speed video camera
(for sampling time record)
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where h is the flow depth, M is the discharge rate per unit width, E is the bed entrainment rate, c  is the mean cross-
sectional sediment concentration, ct is the transported sediment concentration, c* is the sediment concentration 
deposited in the channel,  is a compensation coefficient for momentum, u is the cross-sectional average velocity, g
is the acceleration attributable to gravity, H is the elevation of the flow surface (H = h + zb, where zb is the bed 
elevation), 0 is the shear stress at the bed, and m is the density of debris flow. c  and ct are identical when assuming 
a uniform profile of sediment concentration. According to our measurements, c* was 0.60. For 0, Itoh and Miyamoto 
(2002) developed constitutive equations, as follows: 
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where  is the density of water,  is the density of the sediment particles (2.64),  is the bed slope angle, s is the 
internal friction angle of the sediment particles (34.0°), d is the mean diameter of the sediment particles, kg is an 
experimental constant that was reported to be 0.0828 by Miyamoto (1985), according to Itoh et al. (1999) and, e, the 
coefficient of restitution of sediment particles, is equal to 0.85. kf is a constant reflecting the interstitial space, which 
Egashira et al. (1988) evaluated as 0.16. Eqs (1)–(3) can be closed using an entrainment rate equation for E. We used 
the equation of Egashira et al. (1988): 
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where e is the equilibrium bed slope, which can be calculated based on a given sediment concentration (Takahashi, 
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1978). 

3. Results

3.1. Flow depth and discharge 

The experimental and simulated results were in close agreement in terms of the depths of monogranular, but not 
bigranular, debris flows (Fig 2). The experimental depths of bigranular flows were very similar to those predicted for 
monogranular flows of the smaller particles (diameter 0.14 cm) regardless of the mixing ratio (5:5 or 3:7 of 0.22- and  
0.19-cm-diameter particles; Fig 2bc, respectively). Eqs (4) and (6) show that the flow depth differs by particle size, 
thus affecting flow resistance. However, the discharges did not differ greatly; the amounts of water supplied were 
identical. Eq (10), the entrainment rate equation, governing the sediment concentration is implicitly incorporating 
particle size (Hotta et al., 2015). Experimentally, the discharges of monogranular debris flows of 0.29- and 0.14-cm-
diameter particles differed slightly, but calculations did not reveal any distinct difference (Fig 3a). The calculated and 
experimental data for the 0.14-cm-diameter-particle and mixed-particle debris-flow fronts disagreed (Fig 3b). The 
discharges were similar at particle mixing ratios of 5:5 and 3:7, as were the flow depths.  

3.2. Velocity 

The experimental and calculated monogranular debris-flow frontal velocities (both initially and over time) were in 
good agreement (Fig 4a). However, the experimental frontal velocity of bigranular debris flows were initially that of 
the 0.29-cm-diameter monogranular flow, and later became that of a debris flow containing particles of diameter 
equal to the mean of 0.14 and 0.29 cm, regardless of the mixing ratio (Fig 4bc). Fig 5 shows the experimental vertical 
distributions of particle velocities within bigranular debris flows. The velocities of the 0.14- and 0.29-cm-diameter 
particles did not differ at the same depth. The velocity profile indicated that the inclination was steeper in the flow 
body (7.9 and 6.9 s after the front had passed) than at the front (photos taken at 0.3 s; Fig 5a and 5b, respectively). 

Fig. 2. Debris-flow depths over time of (a) monogranular flows, and (b) and (c), bigranular flows at particle mixing ratios (larger:smaller) of 5:5 
and 3:7 respectively, at a point 0.5 m from the downstream end. The experimental flow depths are smoothed using a 0.4-s moving average. 

Fig. 3. Debris-flow discharge over time of (a) monogranular flows and (b) bigranular flows. 
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Fig. 4. Debris-flow frontal velocities over time of (a) monogranular flows, and (b) and (c), bigranular flows at particle mixing ratios (larger:smaller) 
of 5:5 and 3:7 respectively. 

Fig. 5. Comparison between vertical velocity distributions of the front (left) and main body (right) of the debris flow at particle-mixing ratios 
(larger:smaller) of (a) 5:5 and (b) 3:7. The solid line indicates the average flow depth with error bar of the standard deviation. 

Fig. 6. The experimental particle mixing ratios of the fronts and main bodies of debris flows. 

Fig. 7. Frequency distributions of 0.29 cm-diameter particles in the upper and lower layers of the experimental debris flows with particle mixing 
ratios (larger:smaller) of (a) 5:5 and (b) 3:7. N indicates the number of 0.29 cm-diameter particles in each image taken using the high-speed video 
camera. The relative flow depth was normalized by the surface level. 
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3.3. Particle segregation 

Experimentally, the larger particles (0.29 cm) accumulated at the front (Fig 6). The extent of accumulation clearly 
differed by mixing ratio; the flow body retained the initial mixing ratio but inverse grading was apparent. Fig 7 
compares large particle accumulation in the upper flow between the front and the main body. The extent of inverse 
grading was more significant in the main body; small particles thus predominated in the most inclined section of the 
velocity profile (Fig 5b). 

Fig. 8. Simulated profiles of the surges for (a) monogranular and (b) bigranular debris flows. In (b), the mean particle diameter was defined to 
decrease at the front of the body to simulate particle segregation. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion

As shown in Figs 2 and 4, the behavior of bigranular debris flows could not be modeled using the mean particle
diameter, whereas the behavior of monogranular flows could. This may be attributable to particle segregation; the 
uneven distribution of particles renders it inappropriate to use the mean particle diameter when seeking to model 
fluidity. Particle segregation is initially caused by inverse grading (Fig. 7), as shown in previous reports on bi-
dispersed dry granular flow (Goujon et al., 2007) and saturated flow (Yamano and Daido, 1985). Thus, small particles 
concentrate in the lower layer, characterized by a steeper velocity profile (Fig 5b), suggesting that most shear stress is 
borne by small particles. This is consistent with the fact that the behavior of bi-granular flows corresponds to that 
predicted for flows with small particles only, regardless of the mixing ratio, after the flow has developed sufficiently 
(Fig 2bc). Similar behavior was pointed out by Linares-Guerrero et al. (2007) through numerical simulation, who used 
the discrete element method to model bi-dispersed dry granular flow.  

On the other hand, at the start of the debris flow, when differently sized particles had not yet segregated, the fluidity 
of bigranular flows was similar to that of a monogranular flow of 2.9-cm-diameter particles (Fig 4bc). Large dispersed 
particles within the flow body may dominate the internal stress environment, but, as the flow descended, the flow 
velocity changed to that of a flow of smaller-sized particles (Fig 4bc). Thus, in reality, debris-flow motion, especially 
that of the front, is not adequately described by numerical simulations featuring a uniformly sized particle.  

In a further example, we compare the simulated profiles of the surges for monogranular and bigranular debris flows 
in Fig 8. The calculation employs the same model as used in Section 2.2 but was applied at a real scale so that we 
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could clarify the different performances after simulating the distances descended by mono- and bigranular debris flows. 
In Fig 8b, the frontal accumulation of large boulders is modeled by gradually decreasing the particle size; the larger 
particles accumulate at the front and the smaller ones accumulate in the main body, and the average particle size is 
that of a monogranular debris flow (Fig 8a). The monogranular flow exhibits steady motion; the velocity of the mixed-
particle flow is lower, in contrast to the observed results (Fig. 4). The flow depth of the bigranular flow increases as 
the main body catches up to the front, due to the greater velocity of the main body, which consists of smaller particles. 
This result conflicts with that of the experiment (Fig. 2). Thus, the results of the calculations based on a basic particle-
segregation model that simply incorporates the transition of the mean particle size differ markedly from our 
experimental results.  

Particle segregation in a debris flow is not simple. Debris flow fluidity may be controlled by local conditions, such 
as the vertical distribution of particle sizes, resulting in an uneven structure of internal stresses. Further understanding 
of particle segregation is needed for better assessment of on-site debris flows that contain a variety of particle sizes. 
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Abstract 

Debris-flow experiments and models commonly use “hot-start” initial conditions in which downslope motion begins when a large 
force imbalance is abruptly imposed.  By contrast, initiation of natural debris flows almost invariably results from small 
perturbations of static force balances that apply to debris masses poised in steep channels or on steep slopes.  Models that neglect 
these static balances may violate physical law.  Here we assess how the effects of hot starts are manifested in physical experiments, 
analytical dam-break models, and numerical models in which frictional resistance is too small to satisfy static force balances in 
debris-flow source areas.  We then outline a numerical modeling framework that avoids use of hot starts. In this framework an 
initial static force balance is gradually perturbed by increasing pore-fluid pressure that may trigger the onset of debris motion. 
Subsequent increases in pore-fluid pressure, driven by debris motion, may then reduce the debris frictional strength, leading to high 
flow mobility. 

Keywords:  debris flow, numerical model, hot start, initial conditions, dam break, experiments 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Introduction

Debris flows can begin to move in a variety of ways, but nearly all natural debris flows arise from mechanically
balanced initial states in which stationary sediment is poised in steep channels or on steep slopes.  The onset of debris-
flow motion might entail wholesale landsliding or piecemeal sediment entrainment by running water, but in either case 
motion of sediment-rich debris begins when a static force balance is slightly perturbed.   By contrast, many debris-
flow experiments and models use “hot-start” initial conditions in which motion begins when a large force imbalance 
is abruptly imposed.  (The term “hot start” has been used previously to describe tsunami simulations that begin by 
imposing an instantaneous—thus excessively energetic—uplift of the seafloor (e.g., Grilli et al. 2012). We adopt the 
term here to describe excessively energetic onsets of simulated debris flows.)    

One type of hot-start initial condition involves a dam break in which a barrier that impounds debris on a slope is 
instantaneously or rapidly removed.  Instantaneous dam breaks provide important mathematical idealizations because 
they precisely represent end-member behavior that can be used to test the accuracy of numerical solution techniques 
(e.g., Mangeney et al., 2000).  Rapid—but not instantaneous—dam breaks also serve an important purpose in physical 
experiments and model testing because they provide a convenient means of creating reproducible debris flows (e.g., 
Iverson et al., 2010) (Figure 1).  On the other hand, use of dam-break initial conditions in simulations of natural debris 
flows generally involves an unwarranted artifice because it assumes that debris in steeply sloping source areas can 
remain in place only if held there by an imaginary dam.   
     An analogous type of hot-start initial condition is used in numerical models that do not explicitly consider a dam 
but which nevertheless assume that a static debris mass has too little strength to satisfy a static force balance (e.g., 
Hungr, 1995; Moretti et al., 2015).  The modelled debris mass is held in place merely by withholding a computer 
command, and issuing the command triggers motion of the debris by abruptly imposing a large force imbalance.  Like 
dam-break initial conditions, this type of hot-start initial condition is simple and convenient to use, but it conflicts with 
evidence from field observations.  Moreover, by imposing an instantaneous transition from an equilibrium state to a 
far-from-equilibrium state without any physical cause, this type of hot-start condition violates physical law. 
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Fig. 1.  Sequential photographs of a 10 m3 debris flow discharging through the opening headgate at the U.S. Geological Survey debris-flow flume.  
(a) photo captured at 0.6t ≈ s, and (b) photo captured at 0.8t ≈ s, where 0t =  denotes the time when the headgate began to open.  A shadow visible 
on the flume bed and debris-flow surface is cast by a crossbar that suspends a laser depth-measurement gauge 2.5 downslope from the headgate.  

Some landslide and debris-flow modelers have attempted to rationalize use of hot-start initial conditions by claiming 
that the physics of motion onset has no consequential effect on debris behavior downslope or downstream (e.g., Aaron 
et al., 2018).  This claim is contradicted not only by qualitative field observations but also by quantitative evidence 
from physical experiments (e.g., Iverson et al., 1997, 2000) and results of numerical simulations that account for the 
influence of varying debris porosities on the propensity for debris liquefaction (George and Iverson, 2014; Iverson and 
George, 2016). Indeed, these studies show that the behavior of debris masses can be extraordinarily sensitive to initial 
conditions and short-timescale (~ 1 s) dynamics that unfold as downslope motion begins.   

In this paper we first examine some implications of hot-start initial conditions and then summarize an alternative 
modeling approach that avoids hot starts. This approach requires a debris-flow model that uses physical conservation 
laws, values of material properties, and numerical solution methods that allow statically balanced initial states to persist 
indefinitely in the absence of force-balance perturbations.  A satisfactory model also must account for the effect of 
external agents such as rainfall in gradually perturbing the static force balance, and for a natural evolution of material 
strength that occurs as debris begins to move, liquefies, flows downslope, and eventually forms deposits (e.g., Iverson 
and George, 2014; George and Iverson, 2014).   

2. Hot starts in physical experiments

    Although hot starts are primarily a property of mathematical models, hot-start initial conditions are also used in 
physical experiments that involve either dry granular avalanches or wet debris flows suddenly released from behind 
barriers that impound static material on a slope (e.g., Savage, 1979; Iverson and LaHusen, 1993).  These “dam-break” 
experiments are defensible scientifically because their goal is to abstract and simplify natural phenomena rather than 
to simulate their full complexity.  Nevertheless, a physical dam break can introduce experimental artifacts that must 
be considered if the purpose of the experiments is to test models that are intended ultimately to explain or simulate 
the behavior of natural debris flows.   
     A set of six dam-break debris-flow experiments conducted at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) debris-flow 
flume in June 2016 revealed some important aspects of hot-start flow behavior. In these experiments either 10 m3 or 
8 m3 of debris consisting almost entirely of sand and gravel-sized material was initially impounded to a depth of 1.9 
m behind a vertical headgate, saturated with water, and then abruptly released on a 31° slope (Figure 1) (Logan et al., 
2007, revised 2018; Iverson and Logan, 2017).  Opening of the side-by-side doors that formed the steel headgate 
required ~0.8 s and was accompanied by rapid evolution of basal normal stresses, shear stresses, and pore-fluid 
pressures measured beneath mobilizing debris at locations 2.23 to 2.85 m upslope from the headgate (e.g., Figure 2a 
and 2b).  Although this stress evolution largely mirrored behavior measured in natural, gravity-driven failures of 
loosely packed wet debris (Iverson et al., 2000), it also showed evidence of experimental artifacts.  
    One possible artifact resulted from a nearly instantaneous ~45 kN force drop that occurred during unlatching of the 
flume headgate at t = 0 s. The abrupt force drop radiated seismic energy into the concrete flume bed and generated 
conspicuous ~10 Hz fluctuations in basal normal stress that persisted until 1t ≈  s (e.g., Figure 2a and 2b). These 
fluctuations may have facilitated the debris liquefaction process, much as cyclic loading can cause liquefaction of 
saturated soils during earthquakes (e.g., Jefferies and Been, 2016).  However, soil liquefaction during earthquakes  
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Fig. 2. Graphs of data collected in dam-break debris-flow experiments conducted at the USGS debris-flow flume in June, 2016.  (a) and (b) basal 
stresses measured at locations 2.23 to 2.85 m upslope from the headgate as it opened in two typical experiments.  (c) and (d) flow depths 
measured 2.5 m downslope from the headgate in six experiments.  In each graph t = 0 denotes the time when the gate began to open. 

typically develops over tens of seconds, whereas liquefaction in our experiments was essentially complete within ~1 
s (as evidenced in Figure 2a and 2b by basal pore pressure becoming nearly equal to the total basal normal stress). 
Owing in part to this liquefaction, nearly all debris evacuated the area upslope from the headgate within ~3 s (Logan 
et al., 2007, revised 2018).  However, we do not know whether similarly rapid liquefaction and debris acceleration 
would have occurred in the absence of radiation of seismic energy during opening of the headgate.  
    Despite differences in debris volumes, the six dam-break experiments conducted in June 2016 each produced flow 
fronts that initially traveled downslope at nearly identical speeds.  At a position 2.5 m downslope from the headgate, 
flow-front arrival times ranged from 0.82t =  s to 0.87t = s, where 0t =  denotes the time the headgate began to open 
(Figures 2c and 2d).  In comparison, a frictionless point mass released from the base of the headgate at 0t =  would 
have required 0.995 s to travel 2.5 m downslope.  Thus, the abrupt release of potential energy associated with collapse 
of the leading edge of the debris mass during the dam break boosted the speed of the flow fronts.  On the other hand, 
the front speeds measured in the experiments were smaller than the front speeds predicted by analytical models of 
instantaneous dam breaks, which we consider next.  

3. Hot starts in analytical models of instantaneous dam breaks

Exact analytical solutions that describe the start-up behavior of idealized, depth-averaged, dam-break flows
illustrate some important mathematical properties of hot starts. We focus on 1-D dam-break solutions aimed at 
predicting downslope propagation speeds of flow fronts that are resisted by basal Coulomb friction, with a zero-
friction case as an end member.  Despite the effects of basal friction, these solutions predict flow-front speeds that 
exceed the speeds of frictionless point masses released from rest at the base of the dam.  The high speeds reflect the 
influence of an idealized dam break in instantaneously converting potential energy to kinetic energy. 
    The first solution considers a dam that is oriented normal to the bed at 0x =  and initially retains an infinite upslope 
reservoir of debris with uniform thickness 0h (Figure 3a).  At time 0t =  the dam vanishes, releasing a flow that 
descends a uniform slope inclined at an angle θ .   Mangeney et al. (2000) addressed this problem by generalizing a 
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Fig. 3. Schematics illustrating different dam and debris configurations considered in analytical dam-break models. (a) bed-normal dam located at 
0x = with infinite, rectilinear debris reservoir upslope, (b) bed-normal dam located at 0x =  with finite, triangular debris reservoir upslope, (c) 

vertical dam located at 0 tanx h θ=  with finite, triangular debris mass upslope. In each case the bed-normal thickness of debris at 0x =  is 0h .  

classical dam-break analysis to obtain a solution for the downslope velocity of the flow front Fu  that can be expressed 
as 

02 cosFu Sgt h g θ= +  , (1) 

where g is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration and S is defined as 

sin cos tan bedS θ θ φ≡ −  .  (2) 

The value of S is proportional to the difference between the downslope gravitational driving force and the upslope 
resisting force produced by basal Coulomb friction, which depends on the effective basal friction angle bedφ . 

 The two terms on the right-hand side of (1) have distinct physical implications.  The term Sgt describes the growth 
of velocity due to steady downslope acceleration of a Coulomb point mass that begins from a position of rest at the 
base of the dam (i.e., 0Fu = at 0t = ).  By contrast, the term 02 cosh g θ describes an instantaneous velocity boost that 
lacks any dependence on time or frictional resistance.  In the case of debris-flow flume experiments with debris 
initially impounded 1.9 m deep against a vertical dam face on a 31° slope (Figure 1), use of the formula 02 cosh g θ  
and the bed-normal debris thickness 0 1.9 m cosh θ= × =  1.629 m predicts that a velocity boost of 7.4 m/s applies for 
all t > 0.  
    The flow-front propagation solution (1) also applies to cases in which the reservoir of debris upslope from a bed-
normal dam has a horizontal upper surface and finite length (Figure 3b).  This solution can easily be obtained from an 
analogous dam-break solution for frictionless fluids by inserting (2) in place of sinθ in the derivation of Ancey et al., 
(2008).  A key implication of this solution is that the presence of a finite reservoir does not modify the terms Sgt or 

02 cosh g θ  in (1).  The sum of these terms describes flow-front propagation even after an upslope-traveling wave of 
disturbance arrives at the upper end of the finite debris reservoir, thereby resulting in downslope motion of the entire 
mass of debris (Ancey et al., 2008).  
     If a vertical rather than bed-normal dam impounds a finite mass of debris with a horizontal upper surface, then a 
different solution describes flow-front propagation following the dam break.  In this case the base of the dam is 
positioned at 0 tanx h θ= , in which 0h is the debris thickness measured normal to the bed where 0x = (Figure 3c).  
Relative to the geometries discussed previously, this geometry better approximates the initial geometry used in our 
debris-flow flume experiments described in section 2.  For this geometry an analytical solution obtained by Fernandez-
Feria (2006) describes the dam-break behavior of frictionless fluids, but only for a short time following the dam break 
(i.e., 02 / tan / cost h g θ θ ≤   , indicating the interval 0 0.53t< ≤ s in our debris-flow flume experiments.  The

solution of Fernandez-Feria (2006) can be generalized to account for the effect of basal Coulomb friction by using (2) 
in place of sinθ in his analysis, thereby yielding the result 

cos
tanFu Sgt gtθ

θ
= +  . (3) 

This solution implies that the flow front behaves as an accelerating Coulomb point mass that is subject to a persistent 
force imbalance proportional to [ (cos / tan )]S gθ θ+ , which exceeds the force imbalance implied in (1).  However, 
the flow-front speed predicted by (3) is not subject to an explicit dependence on 0h  or to a time-independent velocity 
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boost like that described by the term 02 cosh g θ in (1).  This key difference between (1) and (3) exists because the 
bed-normal thickness of impounded material adjacent to a vertical dam vanishes for all 0θ > .  
    Equations (1) and (3) can be used to calculate the theoretical positions of advancing flow fronts for circumstances 
like those in the debris-flow flume experiments summarized in Figures 1 and 2.  Predicted flow-front positions ( )Fx t  
are obtained by integrating the equation /F Fdx dt u= . Use of (1) and the initial condition (0) 0Fx =   in this integration 
yields the prediction 

2
0(1 / 2) 2 cosFx Sgt t h g θ= +  , (4) 

whereas use of (3) and the initial condition 0(0) tanFx h θ=  yields the prediction 

2
0(1 / 2)[ (cos / tan )] tanFx S gt hθ θ θ= + +  . (5) 

Inserting t = 0.5 s along with the experimental values 31θ =   and 0 1.9 m cosh θ= × = 1.629 m in (4) and (5) yields 
results that are summarized in Table 1 for limiting cases with no basal friction (i.e., sinS θ= ) and with basal friction 
that is sufficient to counteract the entire downslope driving force (i.e., 0S = ).    For reference, the table also lists Fx
values calculated for a point mass that is released at x = 0 and obeys 2(1 / 2)Fx Sgt= . The tabulated values show that 
the distances of flow-front advance predicted for a bed-normal dam are larger than those predicted for a vertical dam, 
and that each of these predictions greatly exceeds the prediction for a point mass released at x = 0 in the absence of a 
dam of finite height.   

 The predicted flow-front arrival time Ft at a specified downslope distance x can be calculated by performing some 
simple algebraic manipulations of (4) and (5).  Table 1 lists Ft values calculated for x = 2.5 m. For this location, data 
collected in our June 2016 debris-flow flume experiments yielded flow-front arrival times with a mean and standard 
deviation Ft =  0.846±0.016 s (Figure 2c and 2d).  All predictions of Ft listed in Table 1 differ significantly from this 
measured value.  Indeed, the most accurate prediction of Ft is provided by the simplest and most naïve model, the 
frictionless point-mass model.  This finding reveals the limitations of hot-start dam-break solutions in evaluating 
physical scenarios, even if those scenarios are as highly idealized as they are in our dam-break debris-flow 
experiments.  

Table 1. Analytical predictions of flow-front position Fx  at t = 0.5 s and flow-front arrival time Ft  at x = 2.5 m. 
Basis of prediction  0S =  (maximum friction)  sinS θ=  (frictionless) 

Fx  at t = 0.5 s Ft  at x = 2.5 m Fx  at t = 0.5 s Ft  at x = 2.5 m 
equation (4), bed-normal dam 3.70 m 0.338 s 4.33 m 0.306 s 
equation (5), vertical dam 2.73 m 0.483 s 3.36 m 0.414 s 
point mass with no dam 0 m ∞ 0.63 m 0.995 s 

4. Hot starts in numerical models of natural debris flows

Rather than simulating dam breaks, numerical models commonly implement hot starts by using a computational
artifice in which the specified geometry of an initially static debris mass is intentionally mismatched with the debris 
frictional resistance.  In such models resistance typically is set to a value far smaller than is necessary to statically 
balance forces in debris-flow source areas, but motion of the modeled debris is held in check by withholding a 
computer command (e.g., Hungr, 1995; Moretti et al., 2015; Aaron et al., 2017).  Then, when a command is issued, 
the debris mass is instantaneously released with a great excess of net driving force, analogous to launching it 
downslope with a slingshot.  

The implications of this hot-start tactic can be illustrated by considering a very simple model that lies at the 
quantitative heart of many complicated debris-flow dynamics models.  The simple model stipulates that the downslope 
velocity u of a debris flow’s center of mass obeys Newton’s second law as summarized by the equation of motion 

/du dt Sg= , which can be rewritten as  
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tansin 1
tan

beddu g
dt

φθ
θ

 = −  
 , (6) 

where bedφ is an effective basal friction angle that implicitly accounts for any effects of pore-fluid pressure. For 
physically valid initial states in which static debris is poised to begin downslope motion, (6) indicates that
tan tanbedφ θ= must be satisfied. This condition places an unambiguous constraint on the value of bedφ , yet numerical 
models that use hot starts ignore this constraint and commonly use values similar to tan 0.5(tan )bedφ θ≈  instead (e.g., 
Moretti et al., 2015;  Aaron et al., 2017). 

 The motion predicted by (6) depends strongly on whether there is a small perturbation of a statically balanced initial 
state (e.g., tan / tan 0.9999bedφ θ = ) or a large perturbation like that implied by tan / tan 0.5bedφ θ = .  Integration of (6) 
shows that the predicted instantaneous speed (u) in either case is proportional to [1 (tan / tan )]bed tφ θ−  and that the 
predicted distance travelled (x) is proportional to 2[1 (tan / tan )]bed tφ θ− .  Table 2 lists numerical values of such 
predictions for motion down a uniform slope inclined at the angle 31θ =  (the angle of the USGS debris-flow flume). 

The results listed in Table 2 illustrate why it is tempting for modelers to use hot-start initial conditions rather than 
physically valid initial conditions that involve small perturbations of statically balanced initial states.  Flow speeds and 
travel distances obtained by assuming that tan / tan 0.5bedφ θ = applies may be far more realistic than those obtained 
by using tan / tan 0.9999bedφ θ = .  Indeed, the predictions obtained by using tan / tan 0.9999bedφ θ = are more suitable 
for a slowly creeping landslide than for a fast-moving debris flow, whereas those obtained by using 
tan / tan 0.5bedφ θ = indicate that after 100 s, a debris flow has traveled nearly 500 m and reached a speed of nearly 10 
m/s—values that are quite plausible in many circumstances.  However, while the numerical results obtained by using 
a hot start with tan / tan 0.5bedφ θ = may seem pleasing, the underlying physics are deeply flawed.  The large speeds 
and travel distances attained by modeled debris flows with tan / tan 0.5bedφ θ = are merely artifacts of using physically 
implausible hot-start initial conditions and inappropriate parameter values. 

 Table 2.  Dynamic responses to different perturbations of a balanced initial state, as indicated by solutions of (6). 
Elapsed 
time (s) 

Small perturbation, tan / tan 0.9999bedφ θ = Large perturbation, tan / tan 0.5bedφ θ =  
Speed, u (m/s) Distance traveled, x (m) Speed, u (m/s) Distance traveled, x (m) 

1 1.981e-5 9.906 ×10-6 0.09906 0.04953 
4 7.925e-5 1.584×10-4 0.3962 0.7925 
10 1.981e-4 9.906×10-4 0.9906 4.012 
20 3.962e-4 3.962×10-3 1.981 19.81 
50 9.906e-4 0.02476 4.953 123.8 
100 1.981e-3 0.09906 9.906 495.3 

5. An alternative to hot starts

    Physically valid models of natural debris flows must avoid hot starts, but how can this be accomplished? The basic 
requirements are that such a model must be compatible with a statically balanced initial state and must simulate an 
evolution of debris strength that occurs after motion is triggered by a small perturbation of the static balance.  A 
simplistic way to accomplish this goal is through arbitrary adjustments of debris strength.  For example, a model might 
stipulate that the static debris strength decays gradually until downslope motion commences, and that the strength then 
continues to decline to emulate a transition to a more mobile, flowing state. With a sufficient number of adjustments 
of flow resistance, this model-tuning approach could yield results that match observations quite precisely.  However, 
such an approach is essentially an elaborate curve-fitting exercise that has no explanatory power and limited value for 
making useful predictions.  It merely mimics observed physical behavior rather than explaining it. 
    A requisite feature of a physically based debris-flow model that has both explanatory power and value as a 
predictive tool is that it accounts for natural transitions in debris strength through solution of evolution equations that 
are integral components of the model.  Indeed, the central scientific problem in understanding and predicting the 
dynamics of landslides and debris flows is to quantify not only the effects but also the physical causes of strength 
evolution that occurs naturally during downslope motion.  As noted by Johnson (1970), the most remarkable property 
of debris is its ability to flow fluidly in some circumstances and behave almost rigidly in others.  From a scientific 
perspective, this property demands explanation, and not merely emulation.  
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    Our depth-averaged numerical model D-Claw explains and simulates natural transitions in debris strength by 
solving differential equations that describe evolving distributions of solid volume fraction and pore-fluid pressure.  
These differential equations are strongly coupled to additional differential equations that describe the evolving 
distributions of debris mass and momentum (Iverson and George, 2014, 2016; George and Iverson, 2014).  The system 
of coupled equations shows how pore-fluid pressure responds to dilation or contraction of the granular solid phase, 
such that contractive deformation drives up the fluid pressure.  In turn, increases in fluid pressure reduce the 
intergranular effective normal stress and thereby reduce the effects of intergranular Coulomb friction, which provides 
most of the resistance to debris motion.   
    In D-Claw simulations, the highest flow mobility develops when debris becomes fully liquefied (i.e., has zero 
effective normal stress). In this case the only resistance to motion is provided by viscous shearing of the debris’ fluid 
phase.  The lowest degree of mobility develops when all positive pore-fluid pressure has dissipated and the debris 
behaves as a Coulomb granular solid.  The conceptual and mathematical framework of this model generalize the 
Coulomb mixture-theory framework presented by Iverson and Denlinger (2001) by accounting for dilatancy and its 
coupling to debris motion.  The D-Claw framework also generalizes some key principles of critical-state soil 
mechanics (e.g., Wood, 1990) by considering the effects of inertial forces.  
    D-Claw simulations begin by specifying a statically balanced initial state and then perturbing the static balance by 
gradually increasing the basal pore-fluid pressure—as might occur naturally in response to rainfall or snowmelt. Pore-
pressure increases can be either spatially uniform or nonuniform, but in all cases debris motion begins locally when 
the pore pressure in some computational cell becomes large enough to destabilize the static force balance there.  The 
local force balance is, however, influenced by lateral stresses imposed by neighboring computational cells.  Motion 
thereby begins in the weakest finite sector of a debris mass, which may or may not set off a chain reaction of motion 
in adjacent sectors as momentum is transferred from moving debris to static debris.  If motion is accompanied by 
contractive deformation that drives up the pore pressure, then it can instigate a positive feedback process in which 
further motion yields even higher pore pressure and ultimately leads to liquefaction.  If the feedback is strong, a 
complete transformation from slow, rigid-body motion to highly fluid flow can occur within seconds—leading to a 
style of debris-flow onset like that observed in physical experiments (e.g., Iverson et al., 1997, 2000).  

6. Conclusion

    Hot starts arise from use of initial conditions in which a large force balance is abruptly imposed on a static debris 
mass.  Debris-flow models that rely on hot starts to simulate high flow mobility lack a sound scientific basis.  Indeed, 
numerical models that use hot starts impose an instantaneous transition from equilibrium to far-from-equilibrium 
states, which is inconsistent with physical principles as well as field observations.  A possible exception to this 
inconsistency exists when debris flows are triggered by strong earthquakes, but even in those circumstances, the onset 
of debris motion begins when a static force balance is infinitesimally violated.  
    Hot starts can serve useful scientific purposes in other contexts, as when dam-break debris-flow onsets are used to 
create reproducible experiments or analytical dam-break solutions are used to test the accuracy of computational 
algorithms.  Dam-break behavior nevertheless fails to represent the behavior exhibited during the early stages of 
motion of most natural debris flows. Indeed, results we report in this paper indicate that analytical dam-break solutions 
can yield poor predictions of measured flow-front speeds—even under the idealized circumstances of our dam-break 
debris-flow experiments.   
    Use of hot starts can be avoided in properly formulated debris-flow models that account rigorously for statically 
balanced initial states.  In these models motion is triggered by an infinitesimal perturbation of the balanced state, but 
the subsequent force balances and flow accelerations can evolve rapidly during the early stages of motion.  Evidence 
from our debris-flow flume experiments indicates that a requisite feature of these models is representation of the pore-
pressure feedback process that allows a nearly rigid granular mass to transition into a flowing, liquefied mass, and 
then transition back to a nearly rigid mass following pore-pressure dissipation.   
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Abstract 

Prediction of sediment volume of debris flows is the most important factor for designing debris-flow control structures 
or estimating debris-flow prone area. It has been considered that debris-flow volume may increase due to erosion at 
the steep channel. So, clarifying erosion volume (in this study, erosion volume is sediment volume in the channel 
eroded by debris flow) due to debris flow is a key information to mitigate debris-flow disasters. This study 
hypothesized that erosion volume might be controlled by topography, because it can be thought that the transport 
capacity of debris flow increased with the increase of stream bed gradient and contributing area. In Recent field 
observations by Schürch et al. (2011) supported to this hypothesis and showed a correlation, showing the correlation 
between flow depth and magnitude of erosion. However, detailed information about spatial pattern of erosion depth 
due to debris flow is still limited. In this study, spatial pattern measurements of erosion volume due to debris flows for 
16 debris flows in Japan. LiDAR data taken before and after the debris flow was used for the comparison. Then, 
examination of stream bed gradient and drainage area derived from the LiDAR dataset was performed. The study 
found that erosion volume of debris flow increases as slope of stream bed gradient and drainage area increases. The 
study proposed methods to predict erosion volume due to debris flow using stream bed gradient and drainage area 
based on the probabilistic relationship between measured erosion volume and topography. That is, it is considered that 
the topography derived from LiDAR can be used as one of the indicators used in estimating volume of future debris 
flow. 

Keywords: Debris flow, erosion volume, topography, LiDAR survey 

1. Introduction

Many debris flows increase in volume as they travel downstream, enhancing their mobility and hazard (Reid et al.,
2016). It is recognized that an increase in debris-flow volume of debris flow can result from diverse physical processes 
(e.g., Reid et al., 2016). In general, it is recognized that the volume of debris flow should be controlled by sediment 
transport capacity or removable sediment volume. Removable sediment volume should be determined by both 
distribution of channel-bed sediment and the range where erosion is expected by debris flow.   

This study reports on the relationship between topography and erosion volume of debris flow, using LiDAR 
data, and proposed methods to predict erosion volume due to debris flow using stream bed gradient and drainage area 
based on the probabilistic relationship between measured erosion volume and topography. 

2. Method

2.1. The debris-flow data 

This study focused on 16 debris-flow events that occurred from 2009 to 2014, in Japan (Table. 1). 16 debris flows 
are classified into 5 location. The data of Minamiuonuma City, Nagiso town and Hofu city is mainly Granite area. 
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The data of Inabe City is mainly limestone area. The data of Aso City is mainly pyroclastic flow deposits area. 

2.2. Estimation of sediment volume of debris flow and calculation of topography 

The runout path of debris flows was interpreted from aerial photos. Then a survey point was established every 10m 

in the longitudinal direction of the identified runout path of the debris flow (Fig.1). Additionally, discharged sediment 

volume due to debris flow was estimated and topography at each survey points was calculated at each survey points 

using LiDAR dataset (Fig.1). Discharged sediment volume due to debris flow is variation volume estimated every 

10m in the longitudinal direction of the runout path using surface changes derived from DEM data. Topography 

calculated in this study is slope and catchment area. The slope was measured on the average 100m using DEM data 

before debris flow occurred to longitudinal gradient in the runout path. Similarly, the catchment area was measured 

upstream area from each survey points using DEM data. 

Table 1. Debris flows used in this study 

Fig. 1. Example of survey points 

Ubasawa July 29-30, 2011 Minamiuonuma City, Niigata Pref.

Futagosawakawa July 29-30, 2011 Minamiuonuma City, Niigata Pref.

Garasawakawa July 29-30, 2011 Minamiuonuma City, Niigata Pref.

Koudanakawa July 29-30, 2011 Minamiuonuma City, Niigata Pref.

Tsuchisawa July 29-30, 2011 Minamiuonuma City, Niigata Pref.

Nashisawa July 8-11, 2014 Minamikido town, Nagano Pref

Nishinokaitogawa September 16-19, 2012 Inabe City, Mie Pref.

Kotakigawa September 16-19, 2012 Inabe City, Mie Pref.

Abetanbugawa July 21, 2009 Hofu City, Yamaguchi Pref.

Yahatadanikeiryu July 21, 2009 Hofu City, Yamaguchi Pref.

Matsugatanikawa July 21, 2009 Hofu City, Yamaguchi Pref.

Kamisatogawa July 21, 2009 Hofu City, Yamaguchi Pref.

Uedaminamigawa July 21, 2009 Hofu City, Yamaguchi Pref.

Daimongawa July 11-12, 2012 Aso City, Kumamoto Pref.

Sakanashi area July 11-12, 2012 Aso City, Kumamoto Pref.

Shioigawa2 July 11-12, 2012 Aso City, Kumamoto Pref.

Shinsyogawa3 July 11-12, 2012 Aso City, Kumamoto Pref.

Doigawa July 11-12, 2012 Aso City, Kumamoto Pref.

Name Date of occurrence Location

50m

50m

Suvey point

10m

We masured
the following at each
survey points.

1) Upstream area
2) Slope of bed
3) Sediment volume

Flow direction

Runout path
by debris flow

The following information 
was measured at each 
survey point.

50m

50m

Suvey point

10m

We masured
the following at each
survey points.

1) Upstream area
2) Slope of bed
3) Sediment volume

Flow direction

Runout path
by debris flow

Calculation range of 
Sediment volume 
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2.3. Relationship between topography and sediment volume of debris flow 

Topography was classified at each survey points into categories. The slope and catchment area classes were 
classified based on Fig.2. The slope was classified into 9 every 5° classes and the catchment area was classified into 
8 classes per order size. Additionally, the calculated variation volume at survey area was applied to each category. 
Then, the percentile (10%, 50％, 75％, 90％) of variation volume every 10m in the longitudinal direction of the runout 
path using surface changes was calculated in each category (Fig.3).  

2.4. Estimation of erosion volume of debris flow based on relationship between topography and sediment volume 

This study proposes methods to predict erosion volume due to debris flow using stream bed gradient and catchment 
area based on the probabilistic relationship between measured erosion volume and topography (that is, probabilistic 
method in this study). In this study, the 50th percentile (the median) of variation volume for each category obtained 
from 16 debris-flows data was assumed as standard erosion volume by debris flow occurring at the topographic 
condition corresponding to each category. Therefore, the 50th percentile calculated in this study is used as estimated 
erosion volume due to debris flow for each topographic condition. Then a comparison of actual erosion volume with 
topography was developed using pre-flow and post-flow LiDAR imagery. 

3. Results

Fig 2 shows the relationship between catchment area and the slope of the stream bed with the plots classified by
erosion or deposition calculated each survey area (Fig.1.purple area). Erosion or deposition were determined based on 
the variation volume. The plots where erosion dominates is widely distributed regardless catchment area size and 
stream bed gradient.  

Fig 3 shows the relationship between topography and percentile (10%, 50％, 75％, 90％) of erosion volume due 
to debris flow. For each classified category, erosion and deposition were classified and color coded according to the 
scale. Place where the number of plots corresponding to the category is less than 1％ of the total number of plots is 
indicated by parenthesized numbers, and places where there is no corresponding plot are indicated by [－]. 

Looking at the overall trend, in areas where the slope is steep and the catchment area is large, the volume of the 
eroded sediment tends to be larger than in the area with a low gradient slope and a small catchment area (Fig.3). 

Fig. 2. Relationship between catchment area and slope of bed for each survey points 
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Fig. 3. Relationship between topography and variation volume due to debris flow, (a)10th percentile of variation volume, (b) 50th percentile of 
variation volume, (c) 75th percentile of variation volume, (d) 90 percentile of variation volume, 

Fig 4 shows example of the result of the relationship between actual sediment volume and estimated sediment 
volume. There was a clear correlation between actual sediment volume and estimated sediment volume in 
Koudanakawa02 (Fig 4 (a), orange plots). Although, in Koudanakawa01 (Fig 4 (a), blue plots), the actual sediment 
volume was about 3 times the estimated value regardless of survey points. Also, in Matsugatanikawa05 (Fig 4 (b), 
blue plots), the actual sediment volume was about half of the estimated sediment volume. 

Fig. 4. Relationship between actual sediment volume and estimated sediment volume, (a) Example of Koudanakawa river, (b) Example of 
Matsugatanikawa river 
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4. Conclusion

By comparing pre-and post-flow LiDAR imagery, this study found that erosion volume of debris flow increases as
slope of stream bed gradient and drainage area increases. Then, An erosion volume prediction was developed using a 
probilistic relationship between measured erosion volume and topography. As a result, it is considered that the 
topography derived from LiDAR can be used as one of the indicators used in estimating volume of future debris flow. 
On the other hand, there may be a large difference between the actual sediment volume and estimated sediment 
volume. In this case, it is thought that the debris-flow scale at the start point and distribution of channel-bed sediment 
are influenced, but detailed analysis is necessary.  
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Abstract 

Submarine debris flow can damage oil and gas transport pipelines with potentially adverse consequences to the environment and 
to the industrial activity itself. The deposition process of submarine debris flow, which is related to the flow viscosity, is complex 
due to the slurry diffusion process that happens during the interaction of water and slurry. In addition, a quantitative characterization 
of the characterize the flow mechanism as influenced by the material density during the deposition process remains a scientific 
challenge. To fundamentally understand the mechanisms of solid-fluid interactions in fast-flowing submarine debris flows, a series 
of three-dimensional (3D) numerical simulations using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) were conducted. The Herschel-
Bulkley (HB) model was used to define the submarine slurry’s rheological characterization as calibrate through simple rheological 
experiment. Results reveal that deposition is a mass diffusion process. Shear stress at the bottom and at the top of the slurry leads 
to velocity differences in the vertical direction which in turn generates a huge vortex, which contributed to a separation of slurry 
into two parts: the frontal head, and the tail. The velocity difference in vertical direction is helpful for hydroplaning. For higher 
slurry viscosity case, the flow profile is longer and thicker with a front head that has a lower averaged densities and sharper head 
angles. In addition, highly viscous slurries have lower average frontal velocities during the deposition process. The mixture density 
decreases in two stages: quick decreasing stage and stable decreasing stage. In the first stage, the slurry expands quicker than the 
second stage. Higher viscosities also lead to larger volume expansions which consequently leads to quicker density decrease. 
Keywords: Submarine debris flow; Deposition mechanism; Computational fluid dynamics; Volume of fluid; Herschel-Bulkley model 

1. Introduction

The construction of offshore infrastructure brings great challenges to the engineers due to the very completed 
geologic engineering environment in oceans. Specifically, the challenging problem, about the security of pipelines and 
platforms under the impact of submarine debris flow, are all responsible for the major advances in the understanding 
of the phenomena of submarine debris flows and their inherent consequences. Submarine debris flow is a kind of 
catastrophic hazard. That pose great risk to the security and structural integrity of submarine structures such as 
pipelines and platforms. These events are associated with mass movements that can have a run-out distance of more 
than 100 km (Locat and Lee, 2002) with a wide coverage area. Subaqueous debris flow is known to travel long 
distances due to hydroplaning (Mohrig et al., 1998; Piper, 1999) and substantial damages to foundational facilities 
such as underwater pipelines or cables. An appropriate evaluation of submarine debris flow movements is a major 
challenge for risk assessment (Locat and Lee, 2002).  

Many submarine debris flows are  triggered by earthquakes, overloading or are dislodged from steep slopes. 
(Roberts and Cramp, 1996). Two distinct phenomena can be observed in submarine debris flows:  hydroplaning and 
turbidity currents. Hydroplaning is a thin layer of entrained water at the bottom of the debris flow head which develops 
due to the influence of bottom friction (Mohrig, 1998) and which usually leads to longer deposition distances (Locat 
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and Lee, 2002). Turbidity currents are smoke-like sediments dissociated from the debris flow head (Mohrig et al., 
2003; Sahaheldin et al., 2000). These phenomena can be observed in both high and low coherent debris flows (Marr 
2001). Due to their effects on the flow dynamics and deposition of submarine debris flows, it is important to understand 
the formation mechanisms of hydroplaning and turbidity current, (Locat and Lee, 2002). The potential damage brought 
about by these flow events can be calculated by formulas that are functions of the flow velocity, slurry’s height, 
rheology and flow distance (Zakeri, 2009; Haza et al., 2015; Wang, 2016). Iverson (1997) compared flow distance and 
longitudinal height which are related to the gravitational potential energy and frictional dissipation energy respectively. 
Results show that the runout distance is highly influenced by different clay and water content. However, these tests 
were not carried out in a submerged condition. Nonetheless, it could be comprehended that viscosity also influences 
the energy dissipation process in submarine conditions as well.  

Zhu et al. (2013) used two-dimensional (2D) Finite Element Method (FEM) with adaptive mesh technique to 
simulate large flow deformations and its impact force on submarine pipeline. Results show there is a critical pipe depth 
at which the where generated drag force is minimum. However, the method is only effective in analysis of specific 
conditions, and cannot account for hydroplaning, the velocity field that develops, and the turbidity current. Depth 
Integral Method (DIM) was adopted to simulate landslide flows into the lake (Imran et al., 2001; Marr et al., 2002; 
Blasio et al., 2004; Sue et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016). Imran et al. (2001) used a one-dimensional (1D) numerical model 
to analyze the influence using of different rheological models. Blasio et al. (2004) adopted a 2D numerical model to 
analyze the mechanisms of hydroplaning. Sue et al. (2011) used this method to analyze tsunamis generated by 
submarine landslides. Liu et al. (2016) found that bed erosion enhances the damage caused by landslides and increase 
the possibility of blocking rivers. Pore water pressure has also been found to influences the erosion process.  

The algorithms presented are usually two-layer models which assume the interaction between landslides and the 
ambient water does not involve mass exchange and diffusion. Besides, slurry’s morphology and velocity regime cannot 
be calculated. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) coupled with DIM was adopted by Pastor et al. (2009a, 2009b) 
and Wang et al. (2016) to simulate submarine debris flow. Wang found water depth does not influence flow distance 
and flow velocity, whereas the friction coefficient and slope influences the maximum velocity and flow distance. This 
model still cannot calculate the mass diffusion process and hydroplaning’s influence was ignored. Gauer et al. (2006) 
and Zakeri et al. (2009) simulated submarine debris flow movement using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
based on Eulerian-Eulerian multiphase flow theory. Hydroplaning phenomenon was observed although the effects of 
viscosity were not considered using in detail. Zakeri et al. (2009) used multiple incompressible fluid models in CFX 
program to analyze the drag force that submarine pipes experience as generated by submarine debris flows. The test 
conducted a comparison between experimental tests and numerical tests verifying the applicability of a proposed non-
Newtonian Reynold’s number. Many rheological models were adopted to simulate the rheological characteristics of 
submarine debris flow: Bingham model (Marr et al., 2002; Pastor et al., 2004; Gauer et al., 2006), Bilinear rheological 
model (Imran et al., 2001), Power law model (Zakeri et al., 2008) and Herschel-Bulkley model (Imran et al., 2001; 
Haza et al., 2015). In general, the Herschel-Bulkley model is more adaptive in CFD simulation for the accurate 
prediction of shear force by instance changing of shear rate (Blasio et al., 2004). 

In this study, small-scale tests are carried out using a 3-dimensional (3D) biphasic CFD numerical model. The 
numerical results bear insight on how viscosity is manifested through the debris flow deposition process.

2. Methodology

2.1. Theory and governing equations 

In the current study, the motion of submarine debris material of submarine motion and surrounding water are 
schematized as two different type of liquid. The Volume of Fluid (VOF) model (Hirt and Nichols, 1981) has been 
designed for modelling two immiscible fluids phase. The mass continuity of Navier-Stokes equations of submarine 
flow is shown in Equation 2. Meanwhile, from momentum conservation, the Navier-Stokes equations is expressed in 
Equation 3, which is a single momentum equation solved throughout the domain, and the resulting velocity field is 
shared among the phases. Equation 3 is dependent on the volume fractions of all phases through the properties ρ and 
µ that are calculated from Equation 1. 

3 3 3

1 1 1

= ; = ; = ;
i i i i i i

i i i

P P      
= = =

   (1) 
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where i states the i th phases of fluid during the calculation, 𝜌𝑖 is the density of the i th phase; 𝛼𝑖 is the volume fraction
of i th phase, 𝜇𝑖 is the i th phase dynamic viscosity, 𝑃𝑖  is i th fluid pressure; ∇ is the differential operator given in
Cartesian coordinates system; �⃗� is gravity acceleration; �⃗⃗� is velocity field.

2.2. Calibration and input parameters 

The composition of different percent of kaolin clay and Toyoura sand were adopted in this study. Many composition 
ratio were adopted, but for the flowability under water, three reliable content were adopted. Three tests were conducted, 
all of which had water and total mass (sum of the mass of kaolin and sand) contents of 50%. sand mass content is 
37.5%, 25% and 12.5% in different experiment. After thoroughly mixing, three different slurries with different 
densities (as shown in Table1) were produced. The rheological respective characteristics were measured using an 
(Anton Paar Physica MCR301) rheometer. The measured shear stress-strain rate behaviours of the three different 
samples are shown in Figure 1. Both non-linear rheological models, Power Law, and Herschel-Buckley Model are 
used to fit the experimental data. The most obvious difference is Power Law Model without yield stress, which 
influences mechanics during deposition. The Power Law Model and Herschel-Bulkley Model are expressed in 
Equation 4 and 5, respectively. According to comparison results, Herschel-Bulkley model is more reliable compared 
with Power Law, and yield stress should be considered. 

𝜏 = 𝐾γ̇𝑛 (4) 

𝜏 = 𝜏𝑐 + 𝐾γ̇𝑛 (5) 

where 𝜏 is shear stress; 𝜏𝑐 is critical shear stress; γ̇ is shear rate; 𝐾 and 𝑛 are adjustment coefficients according to fitted
data. The fitting results is shown in Table 2. It is found that all the fitting coefficient is larger than 0.99 for Herschel-
Buckley Model, which validate the selection. According to comparison results, the Herschel-Bulkley model best 
represents the materials’ rheology 

Fig. 1. (a) Rheometer (Anton Paar Physica MCR301); (b) rheological data fitting of RD = 1.406; (c) rheological data fitting of RD = 1.419; (d) 
rheological data fitting of RD = 1.431; RD means relative density. 
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Table 1. Rheological fitting (RD means relative density) 

Test ID Density (kg/m3) R2 of Herschel Bulkley model (%) R2 of Power Law model (%) 

RD = 1.406 1406 99.34 98.34 

RD = 1.419 1419 99.13 98.66 

RD = 1.431 1431 99.11 97.88 

Table 2. Input data of Herschel Bulkley Model 

Test ID 𝜏𝑐 K n 

RD = 1.406 1.501 1.863 0.231 

RD = 1.419 5.031 29.303 0.149 

RD = 1.431 9.307 57.803 0.179 

2.3. Domain and boundary conditions 

The model was built and meshed in the Gambit 2.4.6b and then transferred into Ansys before the start of calculation. 
The volume of the storage (0.009 m3) and debris transportation channel is much smaller compared to the water tank 
(0.6m3). In order to increase the calculation accuracy, the mesh size in the slurry domain (Fig.2 domain a-b-c-d) was 
set to be as 0.001 m, 0.002 m in the transportation channel (Fig.2 domain b-d-f-e) 0.002 m in the storage (Fig.2 domain 
g-a-b-h).The mesh size of other remaining domains are 0.020 m. The side view of the model is shown in Figure 2. A 
total of 1.33 Million meshes were generated in high quality with a value of 0.946 as reported in Ansys Fluent (quality 
number close to 1 correspond to high quality, the range is between 0 and 1). The boundary condition between water 
and the wall interface is set as non-slip. This mean that fluid has zero velocity relative to the boundary, consistent to 
what is observed in experiments (Gue, 2012; Elverhoi et al., 2010). 

Fig.2. Side view of the 3D Numerical model setup 

2.4. Numerical simulation program 

Three series of numerical simulations were carried out using different rheological parameters, which were listed in 
Table 2. The debris slurry is assumed as an incompressible flow. A Pressure-based solver of pressure-velocity coupling 
algorithm is used to solve the coupled formula of the VOF model. Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked 
Equations-Consistent (SIMPLEC) algorithm was adopted to solve this problem with the aims of achieving relative 
quick convergence. The time step was set as 0.001s determined using von Neumann stability method (Anderson and 
Wendt, 1995). Maximum iterations were set as 30 steps for calculation convergence and autosave per 100 steps. The 
acceleration due to gravity is 9.81 m/s2 in all the tests. This model includes three phases: air, water, and slurry. Air and 
water properties are shown in Table.3. 
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Table 3. Physical character of air and water phase 

Fluid Phase Density (kg/𝑚3) Viscosity (kg/(m. s)) 

Air 1.225 1.003 × 10-3 

Water 988.2 1.789 × 10-5 

3. Interpretation of results

Figure 3 (a) shows the deposition process of submarine debris flow with RD = 1.419. as can be seen, it reflects the
deposition process of submarine debris flow. During deposition, as the slurry mixes with the surrounding water, its 
average water decrease. The mixing process is dominated by the shear stress in the interface of slurry and water. In 
the head of debris flow, instability between slurry and water would generate a vortex, one part of vortex is in mixed 
slurry and another part is in pure water area (Fig.3 (b)). The vortex would separate the debris flow into two parts: the 
tail part which develops like a triangle and a front part which is like a quadrilateral during deposition. In the vertical 
direction of frontal head, velocity in the middle part of slurry is larger than the bottom part and interface, where the 
shear stress is higher. The higher velocity area would absorb water into the slurry’s head as shown in Fig.3 (b) which 
promotes the decreasing of density. Apart from this, higher velocity in the middle layer generate hydroplanning in the 
front most point at which slurry is lifted by the surrounding water (Fig.3). Furthermore, the velocity difference in the 
vertical direction elongates and deepen the front head. 

Fig.3. shows the mixing that happens during submarine debris flow deposition (a) the mixture at different times of test for a relative density = 
1.419; (b) Flow regime of relative density = 1.419 at 4.2 s; (c) Flow profiles that slurries flow to the end of the channel for different densities.  

Denser slurries flow slower than low-density slurries., The time that slurry reach the tail of the channel from the 
gate opening are 3.9 s, 4.2 s, and 4.8 s respectively. Figure 3 (c) shows the density profile at the time the front head 
reaches channel’s end. High-density slurry flows are thicker both at the front part and at the tail due to high coherency 
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and viscosity. Higher yield stresses and viscosities generally lead to thicker slurries which can retain their thicknesses. 
Higher viscosities are related to higher shear stresses at the bottom, interface, and body. This is the reason why the 
case shows lower fluidity and thicker flow profile. This also leads to a sharper angle at the front head and tail part as 
well. Sharper angles correspond to lower velocity differences at the vertical section. The ratio of the middle layer’s 
velocity over the distance of the middle layer to bottom is lower than high density case.  

For higher density condition, slurry expanded into larger domain, density decreasing process were considered, the 
averaged density of slurry was calculated from Equation 6, the calculate domain is the mesh that volume fraction of 
slurry more than 0. The average density is calculated as: 
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where 𝛼𝑠𝑖 is the volume fraction of slurry in mesh i; 𝛼𝑤𝑖  is the volume fraction of water in mesh i; 𝜌𝑠 is density of
slurry; 𝜌𝑤 is density of water; 𝑉𝑖 is volume of mesh i; the mesh i is a mesh that volume fraction higher than 0.

Figure 4 shows that the averaged density of the slurry decreasing during deposition. This decrease involves two 
stages. In the first stage (before 2.4 s), the decreasing ratio for each test is higher than the second stage (after 2.4 s). 
During deposition process, the density decrease ratio (calculated as from Equation 7) of the high-density condition 
drops quicker than lower-density condition. Compared with the low-density slurry, the decreasing ratio of the high-
density slurry is higher in the first stage and lower in the second stage. All these data are concluded in Table.4. The 
decrease in the density is related to the domain expansion of the slurry which is influenced by the mixtures’ rheological 
characteristics. In the first stage, high viscosity is related to higher shear stress which leads to thicker flows, which 
creates a larger vortex which results to a higher and larger mixture domain. From these results, high-density slurries 
expand quicker than low-density slurries. As shown in figure 3 (c), the size of the slurry of the high-density condition 
is bigger than the low density case. In the second stage, the value of density decreasing ratio is very close, which 
consequently related to a low decreasing ratio. According to the different expanding ratios, the slurry expands in a 
relatively manner, which then becomes a stable mass diffusion at the second stage that the slurry. This stage would 
continue till the end of deposition. The violent expansion at the first stage only lasts for a short time, but it is very 
important in deposition process. 

𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 — 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
 (7) 

where slurry density is the density of slurry before deposition; initial density of this stage means the value of the 
beginning of this stage; ending density of this stage means the density of the end of this stage. 

Fig.4. Averaged density decreases during deposition 
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Table 4. Averaged density decreasing ratio of each test in every stage 

Test ID Decreasing ratio in stage 1 Decreasing ratio in stage 2 

RD = 1.406 19.33 4.21 

RD = 1.419 21.35 4.16 

RD = 1.431 23.97 3.78 

4. Conclusion

In this study, three numerical analyze were carried out to study the deposition mechanism of submarine debris flows.
The deposition process is a process of mass diffusion. In the head of debris flow, shear stress in the interface of slurry 
and water would generate a huge vortex that separate the debris flow into two parts. This vortex also promotes mass 
diffusion of the debris flows. High density slurries have higher viscosities, yield shear stresses, and coherency which 
leads to sharper heads, thicker depths, and larger vortices which are generated by higher shear stress at the interface. 
The higher velocity layer in the middle part of the slurry enhances the hydroplaning which in turn increase the fluidity 
of the slurry. Averaged density decrease includes two stages. Density decreases quickly in the first stage in which mass 
strongly diffuses. In contrast, density decreases slower in the second stage. The quick expansion of deposition 
happened in short period and stable expansion would last for a long time until the end of deposition. 
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2.2. Equations for erosion rate 
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Abstract 

Debris flow and flow failure are terms used to describe large displacement slope failures. The initiation or triggering often differs 
due to the nature and state of the material, but once triggered these two failure mechanisms both tend to behave like a Bingham 
plastic exhibiting a yield strength and a strain-rate dependent strength.  In this paper the rheology of these failures is examined and 
compared to field data and lab data to find commonalities.  A future goal is to move towards a common definition of the physics 
and a joint empirical database for improved statistics and predictive models.  The authors own field investigations in Chile and lab 
investigations using shake table experiments will be reviewed along with studies by other researchers.   

Keywords: flow failure; debris flow; liquefaction; residual strength; steady state; critical state; mine tailings; colluvium 

1. Introduction

Debris flows and flow failures are both forms of particulate behavior that result in flows with large runout distances,
ranging from 10’s to 1000’s of meters (Hungr, 1995; Iverson, 1997; Yazdi & Moss, 2015). Debris flow typically 
describes failure of a naturally deposited heterogeneous coarse grained material (e.g., colluvium) that has been 
triggered by a high intensity rainfall event or other mechanism resulting in rapid flow-type behavior.  Flow failure 
typically describes failure of a man-made material (e.g., mine tailings) or uniform natural material (e.g., sand) that has 
been triggered statically or seismically resulting in rapid flow-type behavior.  In both failure mechanisms the bulk 
soil/rock mass fluidizes, resulting in low shear strength and little resistance to deformation.  Triggering of these failure 
mechanism can come about in many different ways, and the runout is a function of several specific mass and 
intergranular conditions, but the flow phase of these failures are physically the same.  In this paper the commonalities 
and differences of debris flows and flow failures are explored to arrive at some understanding of the physics.  Then 
some recent studies are discussed that evaluate the flow characteristics of fluidized particulate material.   

2. Flow Commonalities

Debris flows and flow failures can be triggered in a number of different ways, and can exhibit different amounts
of runout, but both failures have similar flow characteristics (Iverson et al., 1997; Sassa, 2000; Kramer, 1988; Hungr, 
1995).  Figure 1 shows a schematic separating the triggering, from the flow, and the runout. The following discussion 
will define these terms and their physics. 

The flow phase of both debris flows and flow failures can be characterized as steady state shearing with excess 
pore pressures (Figure 2a).  Steady state meaning that the critical void ratio (ecritical) has been reached where no further 
contraction or dilation is needed to continue shearing the soil (Schofield & Wroth, 1968) at a residual shear strength 
(𝜏residual).  With the addition of excess pore pressures the soil can exhibit flow-like behavior.   

This behavior is consistent for both uniform (e.g., beach sand) and non-uniform (e.g., colluvium) materials.  The 
shear strength (𝜏), or the shear stress at which the soil “fails”, is generally defined by the contributions of any cohesion 
(c) and stress dependent (𝜎#$ ) inter-particle friction (𝜙$) as shown in Equation 1 (Terzaghi, 1951).  In the case of 
granular material, the cohesion term is often negligible. 
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4. Lab and Field Measurements

Two recent studies, supervised by the author, on flow failure and steady state response are described here.  The
first is a full scale laboratory experiment that captured the residual strength of liquefied soil (Honnett, 2018).  In this 
test a large flexible bucket (1.5 m high by 2.3 m diameter) containing loose saturated Monterey sand was placed on a 
10 ton shake table and excited with a harmonic motion at its resonant frequency to induce seismic liquefaction.  During 
liquefaction, in addition to acceleration and pore pressure measurements, a T-bar was pulled through the liquefied soil 
to measure the steady state shear strength.  Prior research (Randolf and Houlsby, 1984; Tokpavi et al., 2008 and 2009) 
has shown that in a laminar state the flow can be characterized by a closed form solution using a cylinder which the 
T-bar mimics.  Other table top and centrifuge experiments have attempted similar residual strength measurements (de 
Alba and Ballestero, 2006; Dewoolkar et al., 2016). The shake table results show that for loose (e>ecrit) uniform sand 
at a low confining stress of 0.1 atm the steady state residual strength is roughly 1.4 kPa, with a cone penetration 
resistance of qc1≈0.2 MPa.  Full details on this study are currently under review for publication elsewhere, but the 
thesis work can be accessed online (Honnette, 2018). 

The second study is a field investigation on a seismic induced flow failure from the 2010 M8.8 Chile earthquake 
(GEER, 2010).  Strong ground shaking caused the liquefaction and subsequent flow failure of a tailings dam of mine 
waste at a defunct gold mine.  The 25m high embankment experienced liquefaction at its base resulting in a runout of 
up to 350 m on shallow slopes.  This failure was investigated thoroughly (Moss et al., 2018) and used to develop a 
detailed case history for future reference (Gebhart, 2017).  The failed slope was evaluated against engineering runout 
distance methods and was back-analyzed to determine an estimate of the steady state residual strength.  Here the 
confining stress conditions were roughly 2 atm and the estimated liquefied residual strength was 8.3 kPa.  The soils 
were measured as contractive (e<ecrit) based on low cone penetration resistance (qc1≈1.3 MPa) with respect to Yazdi 
and Moss (2015) as shown in Figure 4a.  Figure 4b shows the results from these investigations plotted against a revised 
plot of penetration resistance versus liquefied residual strength.  The red star is this particular case history with respect 
to the known database of flow failures (Weber et al., 2015).  It should be noted that the analytical “dam break” solution 
by Hungr (1995) provides an excellent estimate of the observed runout distance of 350 m for this particular failure. 

A different study on debris flows was carried out by McKenna et al. (2014).  This table top experiment focused on 
a range of materials that could fail in a debris flow and characterized their properties.  The authors used a test mold 
where the prepared samples could be saturated. The mold is then quickly removed to horizontally load and fail the 

Figure 4. (a) Histogram of cone penetration resistance (qc1) values of flow failure case histories from the Olson & Stark (2002) database (after 
Yazdi and Moss, 2016). (b) Plot (revised after Weber et al., 2015) correlating penetration resistance to the liquefied residual strength.  Red star 
shows the location of the Las Palmas tailings dam flow failure. 
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soil in a radial pattern for capturing the failure mode and subsequent deformations. The results generally agreed with 
large flume experiments (Iverson et al., 2000; Logan and Iverson, 2009).  Some of the test results that are pertinent to 
this discussion are that the density, and hence the void ratio, dictated whether the soil sample would fail as a flow 
(e>ecrit) or as a slide (e<ecrit). [Note: 𝜌6 = 𝜌7 1 + 𝑒 dry density is equal to the density of the solids divided by one 
plus the void ratio, and 𝜌79: = (𝜌7 + 𝜌;𝑒) 1 + 𝑒) saturated density is equal to the density of solids plus the density 
of water times the void ratio divided by one plus the void ratio].  Soils that were initially dilatant were capable of 
dilating past critical state rendering them susceptible to flow during subsequent loading.  Failure velocity increased 
with permeability, and loose soils (e>ecrit) exhibited higher failure velocities.  The analytical “dam break” solution of 
Hungr (1995) is used here to back-calculate the liquefied residual strength of the samples that were observed to have 
failed in flow. The equation for “dam break” when rearranged and solved for the liquefied residual strength is: 

(3) 

where 𝑠=,?is the liquefied residual strength (kPa),  𝛾 the unit weight (kN/m3), Ho the initial height of the “dam” material 
(m), xo the initial length of the “dam” material (m), and xf the runout distance of the flow failure (m). In this simplified 
solution the initial slope is treated as vertical and the runout shape is treated as a parabola. The liquefied residual 
strength values from these table top tests at essentially zero confining stress show an average of roughly 6.5 kPa, with 
a low of 1.7 kPa and a high of 11.9 kPa.  The samples are from slope failures sites that covered a range of source 
materials from gravels to sands (both with fines content) and are representative of the in situ field gradations.  The 
liquefied residual strength values from these debris flow materials are in agreement with those observed in tailings 
flow failure materials and in clean sand liquefaction tests discussed previously.  

5. Discussion

In cases of flow failure and debris flows the density or void ratio with respect to the critical density or critical void
ratio is a primary controlling variable of flow-like behavior. The in situ properties of soil are regularly estimated in 
engineering situations using cone penetration measurements that are statistically related to engineering properties.  
Contractive soils exhibit a positive state parameter: 

𝜓 = 𝑒 − 𝑒A?B:																																																																																									(4) 

For clean sands the state parameter can be estimated using and empirical relationship as found in (Robertson and 
Cabal, 2014): 

𝜓 = 0.56 − 0.33 log 𝑄:#,A7 																																																																						(5) 

where Qtn,cs is the stress corrected cone tip resistance of a clean sand, similar to the curves in in Figure 4b but in 
dimensionless form.  So for sandy soils, if they are sufficiently contractive and fully saturated, then flow is the likely 
failure mechanism which can be forecast using cone penetration measurements.  

Fluvially deposited gravels, cobbles, boulders, usually exhibit dilatant behavior due to the nature of the 
particles and the high energy depositional environment that formed the units.  Dilatant material can be pushed into a 
contractive state by changes in stress as seen in Figure 3 and also to steady state by constant shearing.  The propensity 
for these materials to fail in a debris flow is harder to predict because the flow behavior occurs after large strains and 
post-peak-strength failure. Here granular kinetics (i.e., granular temperature) is thought to increase the void ratio and 
the contractive-ness of the material as it tumbles downslope, thereby producing high excess pore pressures and flow 
condition. 

Dry colluvially deposited gravels, cobbles, boulders can exhibit contractive behavior because of the low 
energy depositional environment that formed these units and therefore can be susceptible to flow type failure when 
saturated during intense rainfall.  Here penetration measurements are not viable because of large particle sized 
material, but geophysical measurements may be.  In soil liquefaction a shear wave velocity of less than roughly 180 
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m/s (Kayen et al., 2013) is indicative of a contractive soil and subsequent field testing may be useful in refining this 
value for soils with large particle sizes (e.g., boulders, cobbles, gravels). 

As in all these cases the saturation level and contractive behavior are key in determining the likelihood of 
triggering, post-liquefaction residual strength, and propensity for flow failure. 

6. Summary

Presented here are some thoughts on the different phases of flow failures and debris flows, which defines different 
regions of physics of these failures.  Steady state flow with excess pore pressures has been observed to be in 
common between flow failures and debris flows.  The physics of this phase is examined using conceptualized lab 
results to understand the stress-strain response. Empirical studies of flow failures and debris flows were also 
examined and the liquefied residual strength were shown to be in rough agreement supporting the argument that this 
phase is common.  Some suggestions were offered as to how best to identify the hazard for different field conditions. 
The overall goal here is to foster further discussion of their commonalities and to help push hazard mitigation of 
debris flows and flow failures forward.     
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Abstract 

When landslides liquefy and sediment movement takes on characteristics of a debris flow, travel distance increases, expanding 

the range of potential damage. Clarifying the liquefaction mechanism for such phenomena and predicting travel distance are 

important for evaluating hard and soft measures for controlling landslide damage. The authors have compiled data on landslide 

travel distance in Japan, used the travel coefficient (Tr) to classify movement of landslide soil masses, and investigated the 

relationship between landslide movement and soil characteristics with the goal of clarifying the liquefaction mechanism. These 

results were used to analyze the soil characteristics of long-traveling landslides. The hybrid model developed by Satofuka (2004) 

was used as a liquefaction model and sensitivity analysis was conducted for the model parameters. Model validity was evaluated 

by comparing the simulated and actual sediment flow, deposition, and displacement velocity of a landslide that occurred in 

Niigata Prefecture in March 2004. 

Keywords: long-traveling landslide, soil properties of landslides, simulation, hybrid model 

1. Introduction

In previous analyses of major landslides that have occurred in Japan, as an index of travel distance, the authors 

used the travel coefficient (Tr = L2/L1), where L1 is the horizontal distance from the top of a landslide to the toe of 

the surface of rupture and L2 is the horizontal distance from the toe of the surface of rupture to the toe of the 

displaced soil mass. Along with defining long-traveling landslides as those with Tr ≥ 0.5, which have a cumulative 

frequency of approximately 20%  (Fig. 1(a)), landslides were classified into the following three cases based on the 

travel coefficient and condition of the displaced soil mass. The authors showed that the travel coefficient for a 

completely liquified landslide is on the order of Tr≥ 0.5 (Fig. 1(b)) (Usuki and Mizuyama, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Histogram of the travel coefficient (Tr) of landslides; (b) Relationship between travel distance and original horizontal distance of 

landslides (Usuki and Mizuyama,2011) 
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(1) landslide soil masses and surfaces with little disturbance (Tr < 0.3) 

(2) landslide soil masses with lightly disturbed surfaces (partially liquefied 0.3 ≤ Tr < 0.9) 

(3) landslide soil masses violently disturbed with soil masses not retaining their original form (completely 

liquefied Tr ≥ 0.5) 

While factors including landslide volume, soil water content, and gradient of the terrain are believed to control the 

movement type of landslide soil masses, in terms of soil quality, soil masses of landslides with large travel 

coefficients were found to contain relatively large proportions of sand and gravel in addition to clay and silt. In terms 

of particle size distribution, the soils had mixed soil composition. We believe that the soil characteristics of these 

mixed soils will provide insight into understanding the liquefaction mechanism of landslides with long travel 

distances. In this paper, we report the results of our investigation of the soil characteristics of long traveling 

landslides and the validity of hybrid model simulations. 

2. Soil Characteristics of Long-traveling Landslides

Given that the physical properties of soil vary with various factors including particle size distribution and water 

content, mechanical testing is needed to evaluate soil characteristics. The ability to estimate mechanical properties of 

soils from factors such as particle size distribution is also important. One method for estimating the mechanical 

properties of soils is the engineering classification method based on the Unified Soil Classification System of Japan. 

Iwanaga (1983) developed particle size distribution–plasticity diagrams based on the soil quality data of soil masses 

for 130 landslide sites in Niigata Prefecture, a region of Japan where landslides frequently occur. The authors 

analyzed the relationship between travel coefficients and soil characteristics of the sliding soil masses for 16 cases 

where the particle size distribution-plasticity diagrams from Iwanaga also existed. 

2.1. Particle size distribution and fine particle content 

As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), most of Iwanaga’s data (1983) are distributed in the fine soil (F) region of the soil 

texture triangle with a large proportion clay and silt. In contrast, soils from landslides with large travel coefficients 

tend to be distributed near the boundary between the fine soil (F) region and the gravel and fine soil (GF) region, 

which contains large proportions of gravel and sand, to the sand and fine soil (SF) region. The particle size 

distribution of soils with R ≥ 1.0 tend to fall in the central region with sand, gravel, silt and clay content greater than 

20%. Travel coefficient increases as the gravel and sand content rises above 20% and decreases when the sand and 

gravel content rises above 50%. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Particle size composition chart; (b) Plastic Figure (Usuki and Mizuyama,2011) 

Kitago (1973) conducted consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests for saturated soils with various 

proportions of sand and clay, with the goal of evaluating the effect of the sand and clay content (proportion) on 

consolidation characteristics, pore-water pressure at time of shearing, shearing deformation characteristics, and 
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strength constants: the results show that the boundary between the sand region and the intermediate region is 
associated with a fine particle content of 20 to 30%, while the boundary between the clay region and the 
intermediate region was associated with a fine particle content of 60 to 70%. Mixed soils in the intermediate region 
with fine particle content greater 40% were found to behave similarly to cohesive soils, and a transition state 
between sandy soils and cohesive soils was reported to exist near 30% fine particle content. The fine particle content 
(R) was defined as follows: 

    (1) 

Given that soil particle densities typically fall within a range of 2.6 to 2.8 g/cm3 (no moisture), content defined by 
mass and content defined by volume do not differ substantially. Accordingly, here we assess content defined by 
mass. In terms of fine particle content, soil masses of landslides with Tr ≥ 1.0 are distributed in or near the boundary 
of the mixed soil region. The soil texture is classified as mixed soil comprising intermediate particles falling into the 
sand and clay categories. 

Omine (1993) investigated the effect of particle size on the stress and deformation behavior of mixed soils 
containing sand and clay of greatly differing particle sizes: the results show that as the fine particle content 
decreases, the angle of internal friction increases and approaches the value for coarse particles only. Conversely, the 
angle of internal friction decreases for mixed soils with high fine particle content, meaning that disruption of soil 
masses may proceed readily in such soils. 

In previous work (Usuki and Ｍizuyama,2011), we tested the strength of 4 sample soils prepared to have different 
particle size distributions (fine particle contents of 90%, 75%, 45% (mixed soil), or 10%). For a single axis 
compression test, the deformation coefficient (E50) indicating ease of soil deformation was smallest for the mixed 
soil region sample. Testing after 48-h immersion showed that the cohesion of the mixed-soil sample declines by 
about 60% from an original value of 23.9 to 15.1 kN/m2. Furthermore, in triaxial compression tests, mixed-soil 
samples from a depth of 5 to 10 m from the surface near the sliding surface of the landslide were found to have the 
lowest shear strength among all the samples.In mixed soils, soil strength declines as the fine particle content 
increases. This point should be considered when evaluating the role of soil characteristics in liquefaction 
mechanisms of long-traveling landslides and setting simulation. 

2.2. Plasticity diagram 

In Fig. 2(b), much of Iwanaga and Nozaki’s data (1983) is distributed in the high-plasticity clay (CH) region of 
cohesive soils while data for low-plasticity clay (CL) and low-plasticity silt (ML) soil regions are rare. Line A shows 
the boundary for high-plasticity clay (CH) and high-plasticity silt (MH) regions and represents the water content 
range of the plastic state. Above the A line, the range of water content expands, indicating the prominence of clay 
properties. Also, the B line located at the liquid limit WL = 50 shows the magnitude of compressibility, with 
deformation occurring more readily in soils located right of the B line. Soils from landslides with large travel 
coefficients are distributed slightly above the A line and, as a whole, near the B line; thus, it is evident that the water 
content range in the plastic state is relatively large, that compressibility is high, and that the soils are readily 
deformed. Generally, as the clay content decreases, the liquid limit declines and the region near the B-line is 
approached; thus, in soils associated with landslides with large travel coefficients, although clay is present, silt, sand, 
and gravel content tends to be high. 

3. Liquefaction Mechanisms of Long-Traveling Landslides and Evaluation of the Simulation Model

3.1. Liquefaction mechanism 

Starting from the assumption that the surface of the landslide becomes highly disturbed in the transition from 
partially to completely liquified, disruption of the soil mass progresses from near the liquified layer inside the 
landslide. The landslide moves as the soil mass near the bottom of the main body is gradually incorporated into the 
liquified layer that has been formed. Eventually, the surface soil mass of the landslide is incorporated into the 
liquified layer and the surface of the landslide becomes highly disturbed. Based on consideration of soil properties 

Fine grain dry weight 
（Fine grain＋Coarse fraction）Dry weight 

Fine particle content(R) ＝ ×100 

Fine grain：Soil particles of 75μm or less 
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and other factors, if the landslide soil mass is assumed to be adequately saturated, the following liquefaction 
mechanism can be inferred for long-traveling landslides (Fig. 3). 
(1) The landslide begins with displacement of the slide surface. 
(2) Disruption of the landslide soil mass progresses due to the loading and deformation caused by displacement. 
(3) A liquefied layer is created in the lower area of the soil mass where displacement begins. 
(4) The liquefied layer develops (expands) by incorporating the disrupted soil mass. In cases where the liquefied 
layer does not develop, the upper part of the soil mass remains disturbed, and the landslide stops without complete 
liquefaction.  
(5) When an adequate amount of water is supplied (including the interior of the landslide soil mass), the liquefied 
layer develops until the entire soil mass is incorporated into the liquefied layer and the landslide becomes 
completely liquefied. 
(6) The original structure of soil mass becomes completely disturbed through the disruption of the soil mass and 
incorporation into the liquefied layer. 

Fig. 3. liquefaction mechanism of Long-Traveling Landslide 

If the landslide soil mass is adequately saturated and there is no substantial change in the terrain conditions such 
as the gradient, disruption of the landslide soil mass progresses. Regarding the development of the liquefied layer, 
decreased soil strength due to particle size distribution of mixed soil is believed to be one factor that determines a 
larger travel coefficient.  

When the particle size distribution of the landslide soil mass is in the mixed soil region, from a soil mechanics 
standpoint, the soil mass is readily disrupted and easily incorporated into the liquefied layer. Given that this soil 
region is distributed along the A line of the plasticity diagram, the soil is more readily liquefied as the natural water 
content ratio increases, and the accompanying change in volume tends to be large. 

During prolonged snow melt or rainfall periods, the degree of water saturation of the landslide soil mass increases 
and is assumed to be near the liquid limit. If the soil is liquefied, the particle volume ratio changes and void ratio 
increases. If the soil mass begins to slide under these conditions, disruption of the soil mass further increases the 
void ratio. These voids become filled with not only liquefied clay and silt but, also, with gravel and sand, causing 
the liquefied layer to develop further to a state close to a debris flow, thereby increasing the travel coefficient. 

3.2. Hybrid model selection 

With regard to the soil mass liquefaction mechanism, the D-Claw model (George and Iverson, 2014) and other 
models have been proposed to describe the process from landslide onset to liquefaction based on rising pore water 
pressure and soil particle dilatancy. Here, from the travel coefficient-dependent classification of landslide movement 
type presented in this study, we identified the hybrid model for debris flow from slope collapse as a model that could 
express the liquefaction mechanism described above and evaluated its applicability to long-traveling landslides. 
Based on previous research on debris from a collapsing soil and sand slope, Satofuka (2004) divided the soil mass 
from a collapsing hillside into several blocks that flow downslope on top of the liquified layer (Fig. 4(a),(b)). 

The soil mass comprised an upper unsaturated soil part and the lower saturated soil part. The saturated soil erodes 
due to shear stress, and the mixture of eroded soil, sand, and water form a liquefied layer. To estimate the distance 
traveled by the debris from the collapsed slope, it is necessary to track the rigid motion of the unsaturated soil and to 
analyze the motion of the liquefied material as a continuous body. Accordingly, a flood model of debris flow based 
on the finite difference method was combined with a Lagrangian analysis method for the movement of the soil mass 
to construct a 2-dimensional hybrid debris flow model. The hybrid model for debris flow from a collapsing soil and 
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sand slope represents the soil mass as several cylinder blocks（For calculation, approximate to a hexagon）and 
assumes that the saturated layer flows after being incorporated into the liquefied layer. In our research, we assumed 
that the liquefaction mechanism for long-traveling landslides involves formation of a liquefied layer, with the low 
soil strength of mixed soil leading to progressive disruption of the soil mass after initial displacement. The disrupted 
soil mass is incorporated into the liquefied layer as flow continues. Complete liquefaction is defined as the state in 
which the liquified layer incorporates the entire soil mass including the surface layer. Partial liquefaction is defined 
as the state in which this process stops before the landslide surface is incorporated into the liquified layer. This 
process is essentially the same as the liquefaction mechanism assumed by the hybrid model.  

Fig. 4. (a) Hybrid model; (b) Cylinder model of the soil mass (Satofuka, 2004） 

4. Sensitivity Analysis of Hybrid Model Parameters

4.1. Parameter sensitivity analysis 

The slopes of many locations where long-traveling landslides have occurred are relatively gentle with gradients 
ranging from 10 to 30°. For parameter sensitivity analysis, we constructed a continuous slope with gradients of 0.5°, 
5°, and 10° (Fig. 5(a)). This flatter slope, rather than a deep valley terrain, was also chosen to enable confirmation of 
the spread of the soil mass block as well as the downslope travel distance. The calculation mesh consisted of 10 × 
10 m squares in both x and y directions. The time step for calculations was 0.1 s; the radius of the cylindrical block 
bases as well as the initial distance between cylindrical block centers D1, D2（Distance at which the attractive force 
of the cylinder block is maximum）and D3（The critical distance at which the attractive force of the cylinder block 
does not act） were the same values used in Satofuka (2004). These values were 4.85m, 9.24m, 9.70m and 10.16m, 
respectively. Also, the landslide soil mass or liquefied layer debris concentration was 0.54, deposition layer 
concentration was 0.6, the Manning roughness coefficient was 0.04, specific gravity of soil particles was 2.65, the 
dynamic friction coefficient between soil mass and river bed µm was 0.5.  

Fig. 5. (a) Slope model; (b) Calculation results with varying cohesion strength 

Parameter sensitivity analysis was conducted for 5 parameters: angle of internal friction, cohesion, particle 
diameter, erosion rate coefficient, and saturation. The base conditions for each parameter were as follows: internal 
friction angle, ø = 10°; cohesion, c = 5 kN/m2; particle diameter, d = 10 cm; erosion rate coefficient, ß = 0.13; and 
saturation sb = 1.0. Calculations were performed while varying each parameter (internal friction angle 5°, 10°, 15° 
and 30°; cohesion 1, 5, 10, and 20 kN/m2; particle diameter 1, 10, and 100 cm; erosion rate coefficient ß = 0.06, 0.13, 
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0.24, 1.20; degree of saturation of the unsaturated layer sb = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0). Results of the sensitivity analysis show 
that the parameters with a large influence on travel distance were cohesion, particle diameter and erosion rate 
coefficient. Travel distance increased with decreasing cohesion; and cohesion influenced the spread (degree of 
dispersion) of the cylindrical blocks (Fig. 5(b)). Particle diameter and erosion rate coefficient were found to affect 
the liquefied layer, with decreasing particle diameter and increasing erosion rate coefficient being associated with 
greater travel distance due to their contribution to development of the liquefied layer. 

4.2. Parameter review 

Cohesion varied widely depending on the condition of cohesive soil (from extremely soft to hard or consolidated) 
from several kN/m2 to greater than 200 kN/m2. That said, soil is assumed to approach a near fluid state with 
saturation near 1.0 during rains or snowmelt periods. Furthermore, the Road Earthwork Temporary Guidelines 
(March 1999, Japan Road Association) assumes a cohesion of less than 12 kN/m2 for extremely soft soil conditions 
approaching fluid state. Based on the above, when cohesion is less than 12 kN/m2, the internal friction angle, which 
was shown to have negligible impact by the parameter sensitivity analysis, is set to a general value of ø = 35˚; the 
erosion rate coefficient is set to ß = 012 as a guide, and saturation degree is set to sb = 1.0, taking into account the 
fact that rain and snowmelt periods are contributing factors to landslides. Particle diameter is set based on the local 
field conditions. 

5. Hybrid Model Simulation of a Long-traveling Landslide

5.1. Simulated landslide 

A long-traveling landslide occurred in Nagaoka, Niigata Prefecture on March 1, 2004 (Fig. 6). The landslide 
comprised an area of 110,000 m2 (length 450 m, width 250 m) and approximate volume of 1,650,000 m3. 
Geologically, the base comprised green tuff with alternating layers of sandstone and mudstone. The average gradient 
from the end of the landslide to the confluence of the Nishitani River was 8°, which is a gradual slope. Part of the 
landslide engulfed driftwood as it flowed down and deposited earth and sand ranging from 4 to 10 m thickness. In 
constrained areas, we observed sand and mud deposits up to 10 m in thickness. Also, in wider areas of the basin, 
there was evidence that the soil mass had spread laterally and deposited material. Very little evidence of piling up 
caused by debris flow-like braided flow was observed. The landslide soil mass was displaced approximately 550 m 
from the starting point, and the movement type was completely liquefied (travel coefficient Tr = 1.2). In terms of 
particle size distribution, the soil consisted of 70% fine particle material and was classified in the mixed soil region. 
In the plasticity diagram, the liquid limit was WL = 74.9, and the plasticity limit was IP = 44.4, corresponding to the 
region slightly above the A line and near the B line. The mixed soil would be expected to readily liquefy and to be 
readily deformable when the natural water content ratio increases. 

Fig. 6. (a)Long-Traveling Landslides occurred in Niigata Prefecture; (b) Movement range of landslide 

5.2. Parameter 

The calculation mesh consisted of squares measuring 10 m in both x and y directions. The time step for 
calculations was 0.1 s, and the radius of the cylindrical block bases, the initial distance between cylindrical block 
centers D1, D2 and D3 were the same values used in the Satofuka (2004) study. The calculation parameters are 
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shown in Table 1.As the daily average temperatures during the second half of February were high and snowmelt 
progressed continuously, the water content of the soil mass was assumed to be high, and the degree of saturation (sb) 
of the unsaturated zone was set to 1.0. Soil and sand cohesion (Cb) was set to 5 kN/m2, considering the
meteorological conditions and the extremely saturated state of the soil. Table 1 lists the set values of the simulation 
parameters. Also, as gravel ranging from about 1 to 5 cm to about 10 cm was found in the landslide soil mass, an 
average particle diameter of 10 cm was used. 

Table 1. Parameter settings 

Item Setting value 
Calculated mesh dx=dy=10m 
Radius of lumps 4.85m 
Sediment concentration of the fluidized bed 0.54 
Sedimentary soil concentration 0.6 
Average grain diameter 10cm 
Manning roughness coefficient 0.04 
Density of pore fluid 1,000kg/m3 
Density of soil grain 2,650kg/m3 
Dynamic friction coefficient 0.5 
Angle of internal friction 35° 
Cohesion 5kN/m2 
Saturation degree of unsaturated moiety 1.0 

5.3. Flow Range and Deposition 

Although some of the simulation results for flow width exceed the observed flow range, in general the results 
were a good fit (Fig. 7(a)). The dark areas in Fig. 7(a) indicate thick cylindrical blocks (soil masses). Cylindrical 
blocks are thicker in narrow terrain, whereas cylindrical block thickness varies and is generally thinner in wider 
terrain. The simulation accurately reproduced actual deposition trends, as shown in Fig. 7(b),(c). For points where an 
actual deposition depth of approximately 8 m was observed, the simulation indicated deposition depths between 5 to 
10 m. The simulation indicated erosion of 10 to 20 m at the top of the landslide, which is on the same order as the 
height of the main scarp. The simulation accurately reproduced the distance traveled, flow, and deposition by the 
landslide. 

 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Calculation result (fluctuation amount); (b) Calculation result (flow depth) ; (c) Calculation result (longitudinal section) 

5.4. Soil mass displacement velocity 

The simulation results are shown as a time series in Fig. 8. The time taken for the soil mass to move 550 m from 
initial displacement to the confluence of Nishitani River was about 200 s. The average simulated velocity was 2.75 
m/s. As there were no witnesses who observed the landslide flow conditions, the actual velocity is unknown. A 
fallen tree was found during the field investigation. Some of these trees were taken up by landslide clumps and were 
disturbed, but also those carried in the state of standing trees above the landslide were confirmed; thus, we believe 
the displacement velocity was relatively slow, on the order of several m/s, which is similar to simulation result. 
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Fig. 8. Range of landslide (time series) 

5.5. Applicability of the hybrid model for prediction of travel distance and other factors for long traveling-distance 
landslides 

The simulation, adjusted based on the results of the parameter sensitivity analysis, accurately reproduced the 
March 2004 landslide that occurred in Nagaoka, Niigata Prefecture in terms of soil mass flow, deposition trends, 
travel distance, and estimated displacement velocity. One advantage of the hybrid model over conventional methods 
for predicting landslide travel distance is the ability to simulate movement through complex terrain. Given the 
ability to estimate flow range, deposition conditions, travel distance, and displacement velocity, the hybrid model 
method is expected to prove useful in producing hazard maps and facility planning that takes into account soil 
movement. 

6. Future Issues

In addition to investigating movement-related aspects of long traveling landslides such as occurrence, flow, and
deposition, it will be necessary to collect soil samples, conduct mechanical and other soil tests, and perform 
statistical analyses of the relationship between motion type and soil quality. These studies will be especially 
important to deepen our understanding of the relationship between the characteristics of mixed soils and liquefaction 
mechanisms relevant to landslides and to incorporate these soil characteristics in hybrid models for predicting travel 
distance of soil masses in landslides. Such models will be useful in developing hazards maps and in designing 
emergency measures when advanced warnings of landslides are observed. 
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Abstract 

Solid materials distributed on the surface of watershed transform to debris flow under seepage flow effect is one of the most 
common disaster type in the mountainous area, especially in the Longmen Fault regions, China. The high frequency of debris-
flow event takes a big menace to local people’s safety of life and properties directly, as well as the reconstruction work. Currently, 
more theory and experiment researches are concentrated on solid materials instability mechanism, debris-flow initiation, 
movement process of slope-gully system, but fewer research are focused on the moveable critical condition of solid materials 
under hydrodynamic condition as seepage flow and surface flow. Thus, based on the mechanical balance, through define the 
theory of the movable solid materials firstly. Then, take a comparison with traditional terms as loosen solid materials, dynamic 
reserves and efficient solid materials, it found that solid materials move or not is a mechanical problem rather than traditional 
definition. Thirdly, on the condition of saturated seepage flow, according to setting up geological model and taking mechanical 
analysis, it gained dynamical formula and resistance formula respectively, then, give confined parameters, it found a liner 
distribution of dynamical value and resistance value versus depth when the geology model is homogeneous and the seepage flow 
saturated in whole layer. 

Key words: Debris-flow Area; Seepage Flow Effect; Solid Materials 

1.Introduction

Debris flow is a flow of a sediment–water mixture driven by gravity, which related to factors as geological 
tectonics, topographical conditions, hydrology and human engineering et al (Zhou et al., 1991; Xu, 2010). It has 
been reported that in over 70 countries in the world and often causes 5 severe economic losses and human casualties 
annually, which seriously retarding social and economic development (Degetto et al., 2015; McCoy et al., 2012; Hu 
et al., 2016; Cui et al., 2011; Dahal et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010). According to Takahashi, The mechanical triggers 
of debris flows can be classified into three types, namely erosion by surface runoff, transformation from landslides, 
and collapse of debris dams (Takahashi, 2007). Through different water content before debris-flow initiation, Brand 
et al concluded that the thinner layer failure by rainfall infiltration which result in the weight increasing and the 
minor of the matrix suction (Brand, 1981). With the different water content between debris-flow initiation and 
failure, Johnson definite movable index MI (Johnson, 1984), based on the MI, Ellen put forward the index as AMI 
and set standard as AMI﹥1, the debris is easily flow along the gully, while the AMI<0.45, it could not form debris 
flow (Ellen et al., 1987). Similarly, Takahisa through carried out experiments, it got that when the ratio of l/h<4.0, 
the landslide materials could not move as debris flow, while the ratio of l/h>7.5, it easily to form debris flow 
(Takahisa, 1981). Generally, the gravity and hydrodynamic are the mainly driven forces to form debris flow 
(Howard, 1988; Hongey et al., 2006). With numerous experiments and field survey, it also found that the pore water 
pressures increased while the loose solid materials moved with surface water, which lead to liquefaction (Wang et al., 
2003; Iverson et al., 2004). Based on laboratory experiments and field observations, Wang based on fluid mechanics 
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theory, obtained a flow movement equation for the deposit surface and shear stress, but those equations ignored the 
influence of the pore water pressure on the shearing strength and parameters that could change with time (Wang et 
al., 1990). 

As is known to all, loosen solid materials is one of the essential condition of debris-flow formation, for the 
numerous solid materials in the watershed, how many solid materials would form the debris flow and how the debris 
flow moving is also the question. As to the volume calculation, currently most calculations mainly lie in statistics. 
Actually, plenty of debris-flow researchers carried out numerous studies on debris volume research, such as the 
volume and distribution of loosen solid materials, traditional concept of effective solid materials (Qiao et al., 2012; 
Tang et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 1991), those researches take a positive effect for debris-flow prevention and 
reconstruction post-earthquake. However, most of those methods are mainly based on the field survey and statistics, 
lack of physical and mechanical meaning. Thus, based on the analysis of debris-flow formation, it can conclude that 
loosen solid materials whether move or not under hydrodynamic condition in source district is decided by dynamic 
force and resistance which is a physical and mechanical problem, rather than broadly qualitative description, that is 
the movable solid materials problem (Yang et al., 2014).  

In this context, the study is on condition of mechanical equilibrium principle, definite the movable solid materials 
of debris-flow source area first, which articulate the movable characteristics of solid materials under hydrological 
condition in debris-flow source area. Secondly, take a contrast with available traditional definition as dynamic 
reserve, effective solid materials and movable solid material. Last, take saturated seepage flow as an example, 
through build geological model and mechanical analysis, to test and verify the formulas by experiment. The research 
provides a quantitative calculation method of the loose solid materials in the shallow landslide areas, which can 
favor for the design of the small watershed debris-flow prevention. 

2. Definition of the movable solid materials

2.1Definition 

Currently, most solid materials calculation in the small watershed are statistics and estimation, the direct question 
of those method could cause the error of statistics is between 70 to 150 percent. As to the debris-flow check dam 
design, the unreasonable loose solid materials volume can result in high cost or low prevent ability. Therefore, based 
on the Yang’s research (Yang et al., 2014), it proposed the concept of critical movable solid materials, which can be 
definite that when the composition force of hydrologic and the gravity components is larger than the resistant, the 
critical thickness is the cross point beneath the surface slope, as seen in Fig 1. 

Fig. 1. General map of the movable solid materials 

When Fd < R, the whole layer of loosen solid materials is in stable state. When Fd = R, the layer of loosen solid 
materials is in critical state. While Fd > R, the loosen solid materials within the critical depth would lose failure, 
seen formula (1) as follows. In summary, the movable solid materials is the solid materials within the critical depth 
when Fd = R. 

Critical fomula of movable solid materials = {
𝐹𝑑 < R   stable state
𝐹𝑑 = R  critical state
𝐹𝑑 > R  fail to move

(1) 
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2.2 Contrast among movable solid materials and traditional conception 

As to debris-flow prevention design, the volume of loose solid materials is one of the most important parameters. 
Many researcher focused on the solid materials condition of debris flow, numerous researches are mainly using 
loosen solid material, dynamical reserve and effective solid materials et al., but the research method lies in 
quantitative description, field survey and experiences calculation. The contrast between movable solid materials and 
traditional concept is seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. The contrast between movable solid materials and traditional conception 

The Movable Solid Materials Loosen Solid Material Dynamical Reserve The Effective Solid Materials 

Concept 

When the sum of the hydrological 
force and gravity component 
equal to the resistance, the solid 
within the critical depth 

Loosen solid materials 
distributed in the 
widely surface 

The potential solid 
materials to form 
debris flow in source 
area 

loosen solid materials of slope and gully 
bank fail to move by water saturation 
and scour, especially to join the next 
debris flow’s solid materials 

Volume 
calculation 
method 

Calculation by mechanical model 
Estimate the area and 
depth in debris-flow 
watershed 

Investigate the 
area and depth of the 
potential debris-flow 
watershed 

Estimate the area and depth 

Mechanical 
meaning Mechanical equilibrium none none none 

Solid material is a defined qualitative concept in traditional statement, but what kind of loosen content will form 
debris flow under hydrologic condition still not appeared in literatures so far. In practical application, mostly loosen 
solid materials volume calculation is by field survey estimation. As to debris-flow dynamical reserve, which is 
loosen solid materials volume calculated by measuring length, width and estimated potential thickness, the problem 
is the estimated thickness originated from investigating outside and there is none practical meaning, actually, the 
thickness should be controlled by mechanical properties of solid materials. The effective solid materials is just 
defined as solid materials which joined in the debris flow under water effect, this concept did not applied in actual 
example currently. 

Whether the loosen solid materials on the slope is move or not and how many solid materials could be arised by 
the rainfall is a mechanical problem, which should be decided by its propulsion and resistance. The dynamic 
propulsion is mainly including seepage flow and surface flow’s component, gravity component, as to rainfall debris-
flow pattern, the dynamic propulsion could be calculated by rainfall, runoff and convergence under a certain rainfall 
frequency. The resistance is constituted of cohesion, friction and shear resistance among particles. The concept of 
movable solid materials is just based on the mechanical balance, which possess clear physical meaning and 
distinguished from traditional definition essentially. 

3. The Movable Research under Saturated Seepage Flow 

3.1 Geology model 

It is known to all that the deposition mode and the amount of loosen solid materials in the debris-flow watershed 
affect the thickness of solid materials. The mechanical characteristics, the longitudinal slope and the difference of 
hydrodynamic effect also determined the thickness. As to the movable solid materials which is controlled by the 
relationship among the slope angle, hydrodynamic, gravity and resistance. When the resultant of hydrodynamic 
component and gravity component is larger than the resistance, the solid materials fail to move and even form debris 
flow finally. 

Water is the essential parts of debris flow, which are mainly come from rainfall and ground water. The movement 
forms lie in saturated seepage flow/ non-saturated flow and surface flow. As to saturated seepage flow condition, 
take the loose solid materials firstly, the geology model as Fig. 2 shown. 

Geology model conditions described as follows. 
• The particles are the heterogeneous anisotropy; the porosity of the detrital grain layer is n.
• The thickness is D, slope angle is θ.
• Surface water thickness is H, when none of surface water, H=0.
• The bottom plate is impermeable and the whole layer distributes saturated seepage.
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Fig. 2 The general view of geo-model under saturated seepage flow condition 

3.2 Mechanical analysis 

When the slope angle is less than the repose angle of deposition, the loosen solid materials stay in a stable state. 
But with a certain hydrodynamic of seepage and surface flow’s effect, the balance would be disturbed and the 
deposited loosen solid materials would fail to move in debris flow. The seepage force and the drag force by surface 
flow are the mainly hydrodynamic form, the formulas see as following. 

The seepage force is related to hydraulic gradient, the formula is seen (2). 

𝐹1 = 𝛾𝑤𝑗𝑉 (2) 

where γw is water density, j is hydraulic gradient,j = ∆h ∆L⁄ , ∆h is water head difference or head loss, ∆L is seepage
path, ∆h = ∆z + ∆p γw⁄ + (∆u)2 2g⁄ , ∆z  is the position head difference, ∆p γw⁄  is pressure head difference,
(∆u)2 2g⁄  is flow velocity head difference.

With saturated seepage flow, select a micro-element body 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 along slope incline direction of any depth to 
take mechanical analysis. It found that the micro-element are mainly suffered gravity, seepage force and shear 
resistance of particles et. al, as Fig 2 shown. 

3.3 Gravity of soil and water dG 

At any depth z, the saturated slope layer dG can be expressed by formula (3). 

𝑑𝐺 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑧

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 (3) 

where γsat is the saturated density of slope layer, dxdy is the bottom area of micro-element body, θ is the slope angle
of geology model. 

Therefore, the component force of the saturated layer in x direction can be expressed as formula (4). 

𝑑𝐺𝑥 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑧𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 (4) 

Component force in z direction is seen formula (5) 

𝑑𝐺𝑧 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑧 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 (5) 

The gravity dGw of micro-element body
From the mechanical analysis, the gravity dGw of the micro-element body can be expressed as formula (6).

𝑑𝐺𝑤 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑑𝑉 (6) 

where dV is the volume of micro-element body, dV = dxdydz, dz is the thickness of micro- element body. 
The gravity component in x direction of micro-element body is seen formula (7). 
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𝑑𝐺𝑤𝑥 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝑉 (7) 

The gravity component in z direction of micro-element body is seen formula (8). 

𝑑𝐺𝑤𝑧 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑑𝑉 (8) 

Seepage flow dF1

The seepage flow dF1 in x direction of micro-element body is seen formula (9).

𝑑𝐹1 = 𝛾𝑤𝑗𝑑𝑉 (9) 

where γw is water density, j is hydraulic gradient,j = ∆h ∆L⁄ , ∆h is water head difference or head loss, ∆L is seepage
path, ∆h = ∆z + ∆p γw⁄ + (∆u)2 2g⁄ , ∆z  is the position head difference, ∆p γw⁄  is pressure head difference,
(∆u)2 2g⁄  is flow velocity head difference. On considering of low flow velocity in saturated layer, set the flow
velocity head difference minimum. Another point is micro-element body is parallel with slope debris layer, then 
presume the water pressure in upstream slide is equal to the downstream slide, thus neglect the water pressure head. 
dV is the volume of micro-element body. Therefore, the formula (9) can be set as formula (10). 

𝑑𝐹1 = 𝛾𝑤𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 (10) 

Shear resistant dτr among particles
During seepage process, the particle framework prevents the water flow across the porosity among the particles. It 

set the framework as high dense of debris, and then at random depth of z, the shear resistant among particles can be 
expressed as formula (11). 

𝑑𝜏𝑟 = (𝛾𝑠 − 𝛾𝑤)(1 − 𝑛) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 (11) 

where γs is soil particles density, n is porosity, θ is slope angle, dV is the volume of micro-element body,dV =
dxdydz,dz is the thickness of micro-element body. 

As formulas ahead, the dynamic force along slope direction is including seepage force and the gravity component, 
which can be expressed as the formula (12). 

𝑑𝐹𝑑 = 𝛾𝑤𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 + 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑧𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 + 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 (12) 

The force in z direction is mainly composed of gravity component, which is expressed as formula (13). 

𝑑𝜎 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑧 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 + 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 (13) 

The pore water pressure is seen formula (14) 

𝑑𝑝 = 𝛾𝑤𝑧 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 (14) 

Combined with the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, the resistant formula in x direction of micro-element body can be 
expressed by formula (15). 

𝑑𝑅 = 𝑐 + (𝑑𝜎 − 𝑑𝑝) 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑 + 𝑑𝜏𝑟  (15) 

Therefore, the formula (12) and (15) are the dynamic expression and resistance expression respectively, which 
locate at the depth of z and the saturated seepage flow in the whole layers. Among it, formula (12) is constitute of 
seepage force, the gravity component of soil in x direction and the micro-element gravity component. Formula (15) 
is mainly composed of cohesion, friction in deposit layer and the shear resistant among the particle. 

From those two formulas, it can get the stress distribution of the micro-element body under saturated seepage 
flow of the dynamic and resistance vertical in slope direction respectively. From the formula (12) and (15), the 
dynamic force and the resistance varied with slope angle, soil strength and porosity of layer et. cl. The depth z is the 
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variable, the micro-element body thickness is dz , it assumes the micro-element thickness is the characteristics 
particle size d50 of the deposit layer, it also grants the bottom area of micro-element is dA = dxdy = 1, therefore,
the dynamic formula and the resistance formula can be expressed as formula (16) and (17) as follows. 

𝐹𝑑 = (𝛾𝑤 + 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑50 + 𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑧𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃  (16) 

𝑅 = 𝑐 + [𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑 + (𝛾𝑠 − 𝛾𝑤)(1 − 𝑛) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃]𝑑50 + (𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝛾𝑤) 𝑧𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑 (17) 

The porosity and the density are constant when the slope layer is constituted of homogeneous isotropic particles. 
Thus, the dynamic force and the resistant varied in linear with depth in z direction. While the slope material is 
composed of heterogeneous particles, the density and the porosity changed with depth, thus the dynamic force and 
the resistant shown nonlinearity with depth in z direction. Therefore, take the homogeneous isotropic particle layer 
as example, set the parameters as seen in Table 2. It can get the force distribution map of dynamic and resistant 
along z direction under fixed condition, seen Fig. 3. 

Table 2. The parameters of deposit under saturated seepage flow condition 

Layer Slop angle θ ° 12 

Deposition Particles 

Porosity n - 0.3 
Characteristic particle size d50 mm 3 
Cohesion c kPa 0 
Internal friction angle φ ° 30 
Particle density γs kN/m3 22.3 

Saturated Seepage 
Flow 

Water density γw kN/m3 10 
Saturated density γsat kN/m3 18.4 
Flow discharge Q ml/s 440 

Fig. 3 The stress distribution of movable solid materials under saturated seepage flow 

From Fig.3, the dynamic force and resistant of movable solid materials under saturated seepage flow show linear 
distribution, it also get that the critical thickness a of the homogenous layers is about 5 cm when the seepage flow 
discharge is 440 ml/s. Actually, with increasing of flow discharge, the critical movable thickness will exceed 5 cm, 
which will initiate more solid materials. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1 Discussion 

Actually, loosen solid materials initiated by rainfall and surface water has been researched widely (Takahashi, 
2007), which classified as landslide transforming type and water erosion type. On considering with hydraulic theory, 
it set up dynamic force and resistant formulas in saturated seepage condition which mainly composed of gravity 
component and pore water pressure. Actually, pore water pressure is a variable parameter in different position and is 
difficult to obtain, because of the spatial location easily changing in the loosen materials layer during the failure 
process. Thus, the model posed in the paper is also need to be improved in the future research. 

Saturated flow 
discharge: 440ml/s 
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4.2 Conclusion 

Water is one of the most essential compositions for debris-flow formation. The research posed a concept of the 
movable solid materials in mechanics firstly. Then take the contrast between the new concept and other traditional 
terms in definition, calculation method and mechanics meaning aspects, it easily got that the movable solid material 
whether move or not under hydrodynamic condition are a mechanical problem, rather than traditional definition and 
estimation. Thirdly, take saturated seepage flow as example, through built geology model and carried mechanical 
analysis, set up the dynamic force and resistant formulas in fixed condition, through set confined parameters, it got a 
liner distribution of the two formulas with depth increasing when the geology model is homogenous and the seepage 
flow saturated in whole deposit layer. The next step is to verify the formulas based on experiment and field 
observation. 
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